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EDITORIAL:

Ethical Engagement in an Age of
Sustainable Consumerism
s it possible to shop at major international clothing chain
stores like Joe Fresh, get your nails polished, give your valuable time to breast cancer research in a Run for the Cure
event... and still be an ethical consumer? Can we be good stewards for the environment even if we wear cosmetics that contain
toxic chemicals, or buy blue jeans that take 10,850 litres of
water to make? These are some of the questions we consider in
this special issue.
It is one of the many contradictions and injustices of capitalism that in order for some people to reap the benefits of
growth and prosperity, other people will suffer diminished
working conditions and poor health. From the women who
make cheap clothes in the factories of Bangladesh, to those who
work in canning factories making BPA-lined cans to fill our
cupboards, the world over, people are put into precarious work
situations so that others can enjoy certain conveniences.
And why are all these decisions left to us, as individual consumers? Can we really make choices that will enhance ‘sustainability’, protect the environment, or improve wages and
working conditions for people around the world? How much
can we change the world if we rely on the personal behaviours
of individual consumers?
Not very much it seems. As UK environmentalist and
philosopher Kate Soper points out, since environmental problems themselves are problems of consumption, it’s likely that
even the most ethical, sustainable consumption practices cannot provide a complete answer. Attempting to buy our way out
of toxic exposures, or out of exploitative labour practices, or
unsustainable extraction, might only be making us look, smell
and feel a bit better.
But people are craving ways to meaningfully engage; we
want to believe that we can make positive change. We don’t
want to be complicit in the injustice we see all around us, and
yet the space within which we can have influence seems so
frustratingly narrow.
Let’s take toxics as an example. Environmental sociologist
Rebecca Altman and colleagues have called the belief that
exposure to chemicals can be avoided through altered consumer
habits a “consumption fallacy”. The error in this belief lies in
assuming that consumer choice is unbounded, when in fact our
choices are highly constrained. Since there is no systematic way
to go about reducing our exposures, many people instead take
one or two symbolic and visible actions, like carrying a stainless steel coffee mug. These symbolic measures often matter a
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lot to a person’s sense of identity, but switching one or two
high-profile products while continuing to use many others
results in uninterrupted exposures to the same toxics.
Other times, people attempt to “control” their own and their
families’ exposures by constructing boundaries, shoring up their
homes and bodies against the chemicals thought to be lingering in the ‘outside’ environment. Unfortunately, these efforts
can miss some of the most problematic exposures: like those to
flame retardant chemicals that are inhaled or ingested primarily
through house dust as textiles and electronics disintegrate inside
the home, and those from food that contains toxics from general
ecosystem contamination. Further, the attempt to shore up
boundaries can have politically conservative effects. U.S. based
sociologist Andrew Szasz coined the term “inverted quarantine
approach” to describe a common reaction to environmental
threats that involves isolating oneself and one’s family rather
than attempting collective change.

...critics have pointed to the starkly
gendered dimensions of precautionary
consumption, noting how advocacy
organizations often place responsibility
for precautionary consumption on
women, especially young mothers...
Other critics have pointed to the starkly gendered dimensions of precautionary consumption, noting how advocacy
organizations often place responsibility for precautionary consumption on women, especially young mothers (see the interview of Norah MacKendrick by Ellen Sweeney, this volume).
Based on the current unequal distribution of household labour
and the disproportionate amount of ‘green’ behaviors women
perform, it seems likely that women will do the majority of this
increased domestic labour. Conceived as work, precautionary
consumption takes on a new hue. The time and effort that is
required in order to carry out ethical and sustainable consumption practices is not available for collective action to effect regulatory changes. Worse, those who can afford expensive products feel safer (and self-righteous), thereby weakening the mass
of people pushing for substantive reforms to environmental and
labour laws. The result could be a negative feedback loop of
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lax regulation and increasingly anxious shoppers, without
mobilizing any collective political organizing that tackles the
root of the problem.
What is the way out?
Miliann Kang, in her defence of the manicure (this issue),
states that instead of guilt-driven symbolic action, we need sustained, multi-pronged approaches to re-regulation. We agree. We
should struggle collectively towards mandatory precautionary
measures to reduce exposures to toxics; a renewed investment
in enforcement of existing protections for labour rights and the
environment; education, outreach and organizing in support of
occupational and environmental health; and innovative new economic models, such as worker co-ops that can create more environmentally-just and sustainable businesses in our communities.
In our desire to confront the injustices we see around us, we
need to avoid the pull of individualism and responsibilization
that inevitably leads to tinkering with consumption practices.
Our hope with this issue is that readers will be inspired by the
work and motivational talks of women like Vandana Shiva, who
reminds us that we do not live independently from nature and
that biodiversity, Indigenous knowledge and social justice are
direct challenges and solutions to the problems of corporate-led
globalization; and bell hooks who advocates that the most radical challenge to the “interlocking systems of oppression that
operate globally” is love. The example of groups like Canada’s
Fashion Takes Action, working with young students to point out
the contradictions and harms associated with buying cheap
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clothing, gives us reasons to be hopeful about the future of ethical engagement in the age of sustainable consumerism. We hope
this writing will also inspire you to get involved for change.
Anne Rochon Ford and Dayna Nadine Scott, Guest Editors

Putting This Issue Together
We would like to extend a big thank you to the editorial team for this
volume. They worked hard and engaged a wide variety of contributors
and ideas. We thank them for their commitment to completing this
important volume. The editorial team for this volume consisted of:
Oonagh Butterfield, Dolon Chakravartty, Katherine Chung, Sayeh
Destgheib-Beheshti, Nashwa Khan, Helen Lynn, Ana-Maria Nistor,
Joanna Patouris, Patricia E. Perkins, Anne Rochon Ford, Dayna Scott,
Reena Shadaan, Seema Shenoy, Samantha Stiavnicky and
Ellen Sweeney.

Check us out at

www.weimagazine.com
Phone: 416-736-2100 x21055
E-mail: weimag@yorku.ca
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By Penn Kemp

Preferring Potable
While Anishinawbe women chant praise
to the spirit of Water in all its forms, I
am content to drink from this cold spring.
Why do you try to persuade me Ocean
might be a Muse, la Mer, bitter mother
when you know I belong to Great Lakes?
Fresh and however huge, contained by
measurable boundary, not nearly so vast
as almost infinite sea/space. Who’d ever
talk of lakescapes the way we casually
drop seascape or dreamscape to land
without the e that would set us free?
There’s no escaping the peril this planet
made mostly of water is consumed by.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
On the other hand dreams prefigure or
predispose me to pick up Oceans by Sue
Goyette the next day because, I thought,
it’s due on Tuesday. There we converse
with so many alters of Ocean that I am
convinced to stick with the Lake I know.
Not amere , not brine, but potentially
offering drink in need, drink in time.
Even if Nestle is selling the water we
own as a people. Even if corporations
are draining the lake as if they were
people, we women chant the Water Song.
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Preferring Potable is by Penn Kemp,
a London Ontario performance
poet, activist and playwright and a
Life Member of the League of
Canadian Poets and their 2015
Spoken Word Artist of the Year. As
Writer-in-Residence for Western
University, her project was the DVD,
Luminous Entrance: a Sound
Opera for Climate Change Action,
Pendas Productions. Her latest
works are two anthologies for the
Feminist Caucus Archives of the
League of Canadian Poets:
Performing Women and Women
and Multimedia, that were
launched at The Writers' Summit in
June 2016. Forthcoming is a new
collection of poetry, Barbaric
Cultural Practice, as well as a play,
The Triumph of Teresa Harris.
For more information, see
www.pennkemp.wordpress.com
and www.mytown.ca.pennkemp
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Features
Doing good and looking good:
women in ‘fast fashion’ activism
By Rimi Khan

here has been a long history of
scrutiny and activism directed at the
fashion industry. Garment factory
conditions in New York in the early twentieth century gave rise to female workers
taking to the streets to protest over labour
conditions, and in the 1990s the sweatshops of high-profile brands like Nike
made international headlines and prompted
a wave of consumer boycotts. In the last
five years the critical discourse surrounding the fashion industry has taken on a
new inflection. The 2013 collapse of the
Rana Plaza factory in Bangladesh, in which
over 1100 workers died, has galvanized
debates about the social and environmental costs of the garment industry. Many of
this industry’s problems have been
blamed on the rise of ‘fast fashion’ — a
term used to refer to the accelerated cycle
of fashion production and consumption
that puts pressure on fashion brands to
manufacture garments as quickly and
cheaply as possible. Fast fashion has been
linked to a number of ‘High St’ fashion
brands, such as TopShop and Zara, all
aimed at a young, trend-conscious female
market, who offer their customers affordable imitations of high-end, and rapidly
changing, designer styles. This retail business model involves a particular form of
planned obsolescence. In a marked shift
away from the traditional cycle of two
fashion seasons a year, these brands produce dozens of ‘micro-seasons’, with new
styles appearing on shelves every week. In
doing so, they create the conditions for an
insatiable consumer demand; in their quest
to keep up with ever-changing fashions,
consumers need to shop more often, and
can only do so if prices are low enough.
The result is a culture of disposable
fashion, made possible only by increas-
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ingly cheap manufacturing labour in
countries like Bangladesh and Cambodia,
where workers’ wages are among the lowest in the world, and where there is minimal regulation of safety standards, labour
rights, and few opportunities for meaningful unionization or collective action. It
is the willingness of retailers to exploit
this cheap labour, and the existence of a
vast supplier network mediating between
these retailers and hundreds of thousands
of garment factories, that enable the fast
fashion industry.
This industry is the subject of a recent
documentary film, The True Cost, which
critiques the consumers, retailers, and
fashion brands who profit from fast fashion. The film sets out to demystify the
fashion culture that appears to offer consumers pleasure and fulfillment but,
through the constant creation of new
trends, holds such fulfillment continually
out of reach. This results in the devastating social and environmental impacts that
are perpetrated by this industry. Fast fashion is presented as a complex and geographically dispersed system, in which a
variety of actors — designers, retailers,
consumers, suppliers and factory owners
— are implicated. However, it is the very
scale and complexity of the fast fashion
industry that also makes any intervention
difficult. Although the film presents a
structural critique of the fast fashion system, its only proposed solution is a distinctly individual, and neoliberal one.
Viewers are urged to change their personal fashion habits. As its director exhorts at
the film’s conclusion, ‘For all the problems that feel bigger than us, and beyond
our control, maybe we could start here —
with clothing’ (Morgan 2015). The answer,
it appears, is simple.

In what follows I want to look more
closely at the sorts of gendered subjects
that are invoked in these narratives of
fashion activism. Specifically, these narratives advocate a discerning and responsible fashion consumer, capable of the
kinds of individualised action promoted
by the film. These women, with the financial and cultural capital to shop conscientiously, are characterised as making the
‘right’ consumer choices, while those who
do not — typically, younger women with
a desire for cheap, ‘fast fashion’ —
become problematic. This article examines the different ways in which women’s
consumer practices are positioned and
valued within these activist strategies, and
the moral frames that surround them.
Women occupy a number of roles
within the activist discourse reflected in
The True Cost, as well as in numerous
books, articles and social media commentary on this topic. First, women from poor
countries are the workers in the thousands
of garment and footwear production factories worldwide that supply the fashion
industry. Today there are 40 million people working in garment manufacturing, the
majority of whom are women. It has been
suggested that the profitability of the textile and garment industries has long relied
on the exploitation of female labour, and
the belief that women are compliant and
docile, and do not need to earn a living
wage (Hale and Wills 2007, 455).
First-world women are understood as
the problematic consumers of fast fashion,
and are implicated in the forms of
exploitation practiced by the industry. In
The True Cost we are shown clips of
YouTube ‘haul videos’ in which young
women present us with their vast shopping
spoils. As they hold up enormous bags
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stuffed with discount threads from Forever
21 and H&M these women exemplify a
particular ethical disposition: they are the
shallow and reckless consumers that fuel
the fast fashion cycle. Lucy Siegle, one of
the executive producers of the film, confesses to her own complicity in such practices in her book, To Die For: Is Fashion
Wearing Out the World? She recalls queuing with hundreds of others at the launch
of Primark’s Oxford Circus store and
describes the scene as she competes with
these hoardes of shoppers: ‘The scene
descended into chaos as desperate consumers battled to get to the front of the
crowd. Young women scrambled over
each other, pulling hair and collapsing in
heaps on the pavement’. Making her way
through this ‘scrum of high ponytails and
flying elbows’ she is not even sure she
wants the garments these shoppers are
fighting over, but nonetheless finds herself
caught up in the frenzy. It is this image of
a hysterical, fashion-crazed mob that
appears to define everything that is wrong
with contemporary consumer culture.
Of course, as a vocal ethical living
journalist and advocate, Siegle now has a
more responsible relationship to clothing.
No longer a compulsive shopper and a
fashion dupe, she has redeemed herself as
an ‘intelligent fashion consumer’, careful
about what she buys and more certain of
her personal style. Siegle’s story offers
fashion-obsessed young women a pathway towards becoming not only more ethical consumers but more self-assured
ones, who dress well without being bound
to fickle, and ultimately harmful, fast
fashion trends. The point is to invest in
‘style’ rather than ‘fashion’.
The notion that women do not have to
compromise aesthetics in order to consume clothing responsibly is an important
trope within discussions of ethical fashion.
Such a position is made possible by wellknown designers like Stella McCartney
and Vivienne Westwood who have reinvented themselves as advocates and makers of ethical fashion. Other fashion industry insiders like Livia Firth glamourise
ethical fashion through initiatives like the
Green Carpet Challenge, in which film
celebrities are encouraged to wear a ‘green’
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outfit on the red carpet. Importantly, while
women are the instigators and targets of
these campaigns, as well as their intended
beneficiaries, it is a privileged, and usually
white, woman who is the agent of change.
A recent promotional video from
Firth’s ethical fashion brand consultancy,
Eco-Age, is a case in point. It features a
woman dressing into an evening gown —
it is not clear whether she is an actress or
a model, but either way, her world appears
to be a glamorous and rarefied one. Her
face is impassive while anonymous brown
hands clothe her and adorn her with jewelry. The aim is to connect consumers with
‘the hands of the real people who make our
clothes’, and in doing so, to draw attention
to the plight of these garment workers
(Eco-Age 2016). It is not until the end of
this clip that we see the diverse faces of
these workers appear in her mirror, forc-

reflexive but stylish fashion consumer as
the solution to fast fashion’s problems.
This is the logical outcome of an
activist strategy which blames the individual consumer for the unsustainable and
exploitative nature of the fashion industry.
Such explanations seem to reconfigure
older critical discourses whose target have
been corporate greed rather than the consumer herself. In Andrew Ross’ No Sweat
and Naomi Klein’s anti-corporate manifesto, No Logo, for example, the problem
lies with corporate brands and retailers
who pay garment workers scandalously
low wages to manufacture the coveted,
luxury commodities from which corporations profit. In the more recent critiques of
fast fashion, corporations are not let off the
hook, but the consumer is more responsible than ever before — both for the voraciousness of her consumer appetite, and

It is this image of a hysterical, fashion-crazed mob
that appears to define everything that is wrong with
contemporary consumer culture.
ing the film’s protagonist into a moment
of critical self-reflection. The contrast
between this beautiful, white woman and
the people who make her clothes is pointedly stark. And it is up to the former to
consider her role within the fashion industry supply chain, and how she might help
these impoverished workers, who cannot
speak for themselves. By emphasizing the
agency of the privileged fashion consumer, and the voicelessness of these
workers, this film overlooks the forms of
activism that already exist in garment producing countries. In the wake of the Rana
Plaza collapse in 2013, for example,
widespread protests among Bangladeshi
garment workers lead to an increase in the
minimum wage. Workers’ efforts to
unionise are regularly met with physical
and sexual violence but this does not stop
some women from participating in collective action and placing demands on factory owners and managers. Rather than
acknowledging these women’s vital and
continuing role in reforming the garment
industry, the film foregrounds the self-
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for eventually reforming herself into a
more conscious shopper. And while consumer movements and boycotts have long
been advocated as important forms of anticorporate activism, this newer discourse
holds us to a new level of scrutiny: there
is serious moral weight attached to our
individual fashion choices.
So while the fast fashion critique sets
out to be a structural one it is distilled into
a neoliberal one, which asks us to reform
and regulate ourselves, and favours the
women who have the cultural and economic resources to do so. Orsala de
Castro, an ethical fashion advocate and
one of the founders of the Fashion
Revolution activist network, tells us that:
The concept of wearing something
just once is sad. It indicates a lack
of style, confidence and it misses the
point. … Fashion is about loving
clothes and style is the ability to
be effortlessly comfortable in your
own beautiful skin.
(Fash_rev_ausnz 2016)
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Participating in a culture of disposable
fashion means that one fails not only as a
responsible consumer, but as this idealized
and effortlessly beautiful woman. For those
who don’t find this ideal as natural or
straightforward as de Castro implies, there
are an array of how-to-guides aimed at
informing women to become better fashion
shoppers. These can take the form of simple edicts, like #30 wears, the social media
campaign in which women are encouraged
to only buy garments they will wear at least
30 times. They are also published as more
substantial instructional manuals. Greta
Egan’s Wear No Evil: How to Change the
World with Your Wardrobe contains an
‘Integrity Index’ with which to evaluate our
fashion choices, as well as ourselves, and
shows us ‘where doing good and looking
good come together’. In each case, the aim
is activism through self-improvement. We
are told that pursuing these style goals will
bring a feeling of well-being not available
from traditional fashion consumption.
This ethics of looking, feeling and
doing good is made possible today by a
burgeoning ‘ethical fashion’ industry.
Where there is some ambiguity concerning
what actually constitutes ethical fashion,
there is now a strong association between a
garment’s ethical credentials and an aura of
luxury. While ethical fashion is tied to a
growing consumer desire for ‘handmade’ or
‘artisanal’ commodities these are no longer
associated with a ‘hippy’ aesthetic; ethical
fashion is now fashionable. All of this gives
the ethical fashion consumer reasons to feel
good. However, these trends also come
with a price tag. Ethical fashion tends to be
more expensive than its fast fashion counterpart but this is understood as an investment worth making if one is serious about
being a responsible consumer-citizen. In
this way buying (into) ethical fashion
becomes a marker of social distinction. It
requires particular forms of both cultural
and economic capital, to which different
women have varying levels of access.
Earlier this year the department stores
Target and Kmart attracted criticism when
they advertised children’s school uniforms
in Australia for as little as $2. The dubious
labour conditions that likely led to these
low prices made news headlines, and high-
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lighted the problems with this disposable
consumer culture. However, such critiques
risk idealizing a conscientious consumer
who is willing to pay more for their
clothes, and in doing so, simplifies the
kinds of ethical calculations that actually
shape our everyday shopping choices.
Consumption in the context of a family is
a practice of care and responsibility that
complicates any kind of ‘ethical’ decisionmaking. Advocates of ethical consumption
often assume that consumers will shop
more responsibly if they simply have better access to knowledge about the products and the effects of their consumption
practices. However, this ‘rational choice
model’ of consumption does not account
for the messy moral negotiations that might
take place if one is a single mother shopping for their children on a tight budget;
affordability is a significant constraint on
consumption choice.
In fact, whether consumers have access
to economic resources can have unpredictable effects on how ethical or sustainable their practices are. It has been suggested that consumers who can afford to spend
more on ethically-branded goods also tend
to consume more overall. While the critique
of fast fashion encourages women to invest
in more expensive, and high-quality ethical
garments, this creates the contradictory situation of ‘shopping for change’; people are
asked to challenge consumer culture by
continuing to consume (Littler 2009). It is
worth thinking about other ways of addressing the problems of the fast fashion industry, and alternative kinds of consumption
practices, such as voluntary simplicity, consumption rejection and thrift. As practices

that also happen to save money, these forms
of activism do no have to be the domain
only of well-informed, effortlessly stylish
women with disposable incomes.
Dr Rimi Khan is a Research Fellow in Cultural
Studies at the University of Melbourne. Her
most recent research examines ethical
fashion and citizenship. She has published
on multiculturalism and the arts in numerous
scholarly journals and recently published a
book entitled, Art in Community: The
Provisional Citizen.
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Boycotts, Divestment and the
Bhopal Movement
An Interview with Rachna Dhingra

n 1969, the Union Carbide Corporation
constructed a pesticide plant in Bhopal,
India, in the poorest subsection of the
city. The plant utilized untested technology, instituted cost-cutting measures at the
expense of safety, and hazardously stored
the highly toxic substance, methyl isocyanate (MIC) (Hanna, Morehouse and
Sarangi, 2005). Workers routinely faced
toxic-exposure related injuries; however,
this was blatantly ignored by Union
Carbide officials (Chouhan, 1994). It is
this context that led to the world’s worst
industrial disaster.
On December 3rd 1984, 40 tons of
MIC leaked from the plant. Approximately
500,000 people were exposed, and up to
10,000 were killed within three days
(Amnesty International, 2014). To date,
25,000 people have died as a result of their
exposure (Sarangi, 2012). Further, approximately 150,000 of those exposed face
chronic illnesses impacting a number of
bodily systems (Amnesty International,
2014). This includes the respiratory, ocular,
neurological, neuromuscular, endocrine,
gynecological and reproductive systems
(Amnesty International, 2004).
The Bhopal gas disaster has led to a 31year struggle for justice, led primarily by
survivors. In the following, I focus on the
International Campaign for Justice in
Bhopal (ICJB) which emerged in 2001, and
is led by four survivors’ groups, and one
support-based group in Bhopal, India. These
leading groups — which are primarily comprised of women — emerged in the aftermath of the 1984 Bhopal gas disaster.
Alongside other grassroots groups, ICJB has
been at the forefront of the 31-year-old
struggle for justice in Bhopal, against Union
Carbide, the Dow Chemical Company and
the Government of India. This struggle has
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By Reena Shadaan
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Rachna Dhingra protests during the 26th anniversary of the Bhopal gas disaster.

led to a number of significant victories —
although the fight does go on.
I interviewed Rachna Dhingra — coleader of ICJB’s support group, the Bhopal
Group for Information and Action —
regarding her activism, and the boycott/
divestment campaigns ICJB has employed
in an effort to secure justice for survivors
of the Bhopal disaster. Although not a survivor of the disaster, Dhingra is a wellknown and effective voice in the 31-year
struggle for justice in Bhopal.
RS: You are known to be a formidable
campaigner, having fought alongside survivors of the Bhopal disaster for more
than a decade. You were even awarded
India Today’s “Woman of the Year” award
in 2011. Being that you are not a survivor
of the disaster, what brought you to the
campaign?
RD: I got active in the campaign in 2001.
I was a student at that time, at the
University of Michigan, and people from
Bhopal had come to protest the merger
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between Union Carbide and Dow
Chemical... That is when I realized that
the issue of Bhopal, which happened in
[19]84, was still unresolved.
At that time, I had just finished college,
and I was about to start a corporate job...
There was no real radical thinking in me that
what corporations were doing were unethical, or inhumane... I realized that there were
people from Philippines that were brought
in... They were called the ‘outsourced labor.’
They were as qualified as me. They were
doing the same amount of work, yet they
were getting 1/10th the salary… I realized if
a corporation can do this to its own people,
it would not think twice before poisoning or
contaminating other people’s environment...
I came to a realization that corporations
don’t have hearts or minds. They have only
one objective which is bottom-line profit for
their shareholders, and I think that is when I
decided that working for corporations was
not for me.
I moved to Bhopal in 2003... I thought
that I would try and be part of a campaign,
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in India and also outside India, and seeing
how we can come together and fight
against corporate crime… Our organization does most of the advocacy and support
work that can contribute to the struggle of
the survivors.
RS: I know that women make up a large part

of the survivors’ groups. Generally, what
are women’s roles in the campaign, and
why is it primarily a women’s movement?
RD: Well, I think it is true — all over the
world — that women have been fighting
for different issues. In Bhopal, I know it is
especially true. Bhopal, being a very conservative city… [Muslim] women have
PHOTOGRAPHS: ALISHA SETT

and be part of a change that people are trying to bring. I work with an organization
called the Bhopal Group for Information
and Action, and also another organization
called the International Campaign for Justice
in Bhopal... One is a local organization,
and one is an international organization
which works on the issues related to survivors of the [19]84 disaster… [We also]
work with [other] communities who have
been victims of corporate crime. It’s a
campaign that has been going on since
[19]84, since the disaster.
RS: What is your role in the International

Campaign for Justice in Bhopal, and in
the Bhopal Group for Information and
Action specifically?
RD: I work with the local communities, in
terms of mobilizing them for actions
against the corporations… [and] on issues
of compensation, clean water, clean-up of
the toxic waste. I also work on filing legal
cases related to issues of compensation,
issues of equality, issues of clean water. I
also do a lot of RTI’s [right-to-information], which basically means filing requests
for information from the government… We
have been able to expose a potential settlement that the government was thinking of
having with [Dow] without letting people
know... Also, tying up with other communities who are fighting similar battles with-
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Top and Bottom: Bhopali women protest Dow Chemical’s sponsorship of the 2012 London Olympics.
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Part of a protest action against Ratan Tata’s
comments in support of Dow Chemical.

Bhopali activists protest Ratan Tata’s comments in support of Dow Chemical.

actually given up their burqa to come out
and fight, and even Hindu women, who
had no knowledge of how to get out of the
house, they have come out on the street to
fight... I think that is because they have
borne the brunt of the disaster.
A lot of people who were affected were
from the unorganized sector, so a lot of the
men were not able to do the hard labour that
they were able to do earlier... So women
became the breadwinners of the family.
They also [were] the people who would be
taking care of their kids, and their families
medically [because of the increase in health
problems]… One of the first protests that
happened in Bhopal were women going to
the hospital asking the authorities to tell
them what was in the gas… because
women who were pregnant at the time of
the disaster had spontaneous abortions. So,
women have been very active, because
there was no choice for them. They had to
fight, they had to become the breadwinners.
Most of the organizations are being run
by women. They are in leadership roles...
and even [where] there are no [women in]
leadership roles, it consists predominantly
of women… They are the ones who take
up mobilizing people in the communities.
They are the ones who take up decisions on
how the campaign will be run.
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RS: I know that the North American Bhopal
solidarity campaign has used a range of
divestment tactics, such as prompting the
Cambridge City Council (Massachusetts)
to divest from Dow stocks and bonds in
2014, and several divestment campaigns in
U.S.-based universities. Our tactics in
North America are very much rooted in the
on-the-ground work in Bhopal. In effect,
what are the major boycott and/or divestment campaigns in Bhopal?
RD: We were pretty successful in universities in India. The top universities for
Engineering — where Dow would go and
recruit their future employees — are the
Indian Institutes of Technology [IITs]. We
were successful in reaching out to several
of them, and ensuring that Dow was not
able to recruit, or Dow was told that they
could not come there and recruit unless
they address their outstanding liability
related to Bhopal, which was a big, big
blow. If Dow was going to survive in
India, and they could not get students from
IITs, which are the top notch universities,
that would be hard for them.
There was another divestment campaign. Dow has a lot of help of other big
CEOs in ensuring that they are not held
responsible. They have this whole consortium called the India-US CEO Forum, and
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Dow’s CEO [Andrew Liveris] was the
head from the U.S. side, and from the
Indian side, the head was Ratan Tata, who
was the head of Tata Industries, one of the
biggest multinationals of India… Tata was
trying to put influence on the Government
of India, [saying] that Dow should not be
held liable for its Bhopal liabilities, and
instead, Dow should be allowed to invest
in this country, and because they’re going
to invest so much money in this country,
they should be let off scot-free. When we
found out about this [in 2008], we did a
major boycott campaign of Tata’s products... Tata makes everything, from needles to aircrafts, so it was pretty easy... So
people of Bhopal basically made a dog
that was pissing on Tata’s products, and
we went from house to house, from community to community, asking shopkeepers
to throw in Tata tea and Tata salt, and all
these other products that Tata makes, and
say that they will never use Tata products.
Within two days, we had representatives
from Tata saying, ‘We are sorry. We didn’t
know what we were doing, and we didn’t
mean this, and we want Dow to clean-up.’
In terms of divestment, the biggest
achievement that the Bhopal movement
has had — one of them — is that Dow has
not been able to successfully invest in this
country because of Bhopal liability. There
was a plant in Pune [Maharashtra] that they
were building. This was going to be their
global R&D [research and development
headquarters]. They were going to shut
down their global R&D in West Virginia…
and they were gonna bring it here because
it would be much cheaper here, and they
had gotten 100 acres of land from the government of Maharashtra... When people of
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Bhopali activists protest Ratan Tata’s comments in support of Dow Chemical.

that area found out, they asked the government not to let Dow come in, and when the
government didn’t listen, they basically
burned down whatever Dow had built. It
was almost a 3 year battle [2008 – 2011].
They blocked highways, they got arrested... but they ensured that Dow would
never come. So eventually, the Chief
Minister of Maharashtra had to finally say,
yes, Dow will not be allowed to come here.
One of Dow’s products, [a pesticide]
which is called Dursban, is extremely hazardous... The year that it was banned in
the United States for commercial use, they
brought it to India, and we have been
fighting that it be banned here because
you cannot have different standards. We
also found out that in 2001 that they had
bribed Indian government officials to get
the registration done of [Dursban], and
three other pesticides. So basically, we
were able to convince the Indian government to blacklist Dow... So no government department will buy Dow’s products
for at least ten years [starting from 2010].
RS: Why are these kinds of divestment and

boycott campaigns important for Bhopal?

RD: It actually gives [Dow] a bad name, or

the company takes a hit on their stock
prices. I think that is when it really matters
the most, and it sends the strongest message
that it is not just the people in Bhopal that
are against what they are doing, but it is
people in different parts of the country, people in different parts of the world that are
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Bhopali women protest during the 28th anniversary of the Bhopal gas disaster.

watching what Dow is doing, and are holding them accountable… They are being
held in the court of public opinion, and it is
putting pressure on a corporation… It is
very hard for ordinary people — like people
of Bhopal — to compete with Dow in terms
of their media, and other PR activities,
because they have so much money to spare
and do this. So, [boycotts and divestment]
comes with a lot of message and impact.
[In relation to Dow’s sponsorship of the
London Olympics], we were not able to get
Dow out of the Olympics, but I think Dow
got enough negative media attention, that
it did serve the purpose: a bigger audience,
all around the world, knowing how Dow is
involved in the world’s worst industrial disaster... We were not able to get Dow’s
sponsorship out, but there was going to be
a wrap that was going to be built around
the stadium, and Dow’s logo would be
there. The issue became so heated that
LOCOG [London Organising Committee
of the Olympic and Paralympic Games]
decided that Dow’s logo could not be on
the wrap. So that was a big victory, and it
was only a victory because Dow’s name
was now being looked at as the negative.
RS: What do you hope to see for Bhopal

moving forward?
RD: People having justice, and a life of
dignity… That [the Bhopal disaster] sets
a precedent that corporations cannot get
away with murder, and contaminating
people’s water and land, and that there are

criminal fines, as well as criminal punishment against individuals and corporations
responsible… That there be adequate
compensation, that there be a clean-up, so
people are not forced to live in an area
where the land and water is contaminated,
so that children are not being born with
birth defects.
Reena Shadaan is a Ph.D Candidate in
Environmental Studies at York University,
focusing on women’s experiences of
environmental racism, and struggles for
environmental justice. For the past several
years, she has been a Coordinating
Committee member of the North American
solidarity tier of the International Campaign
for Justice in Bhopal.
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“Pink Ribbons”
Interview with Samantha King
By Ellen Sweeney

r. Samantha King’s critique of the
pink ribbons campaigns, associated
with breast cancer awareness, fits
squarely with the feminist ideology of
WEI, as well as the concerns raised about
consumption in this issue.1 King completed
a PhD in Kinesiology from the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She is
currently a Professor at Queen’s University
in the School of Kinesiology and Health
Studies, with cross-appointments in
Gender Studies and Cultural Studies. Her
research interests are varied and interdisciplinary, including health, media and sport
studies, feminist, queer and race theory,
social movements, the politics of breast
cancer, and prescription painkilling in contemporary culture.
King has a longstanding interest in
women’s health issues. During her doctoral
studies, she observed the proliferation of
cause-related marketing and charities in the
mid-to-late 1990s. She became interested
in studying the meanings and implications
of philanthropic citizenship, as well as how
this is experienced by women with breast
cancer and those working in breast cancer
research. When King began this research,
she had no idea how long the pink ribbon
industry would be sustained, as most
‘causes’ tend to come and go over time.
How did breast cancer become the
charitable cause of the past two decades?
The history behind pink ribbons and the
broader context within which they emerged
is indicative of the problem. In the early
1990s, yellow ribbons associated with military service and red ribbons for HIV/AIDS
awareness were already prevalent. As
noted in Pinkwashing and the Breast
Cancer Prevention Movement (included at
page 18 of this volume), Charlotte Haley
began making peach-coloured ribbons in
her living room which called for funds to
be dedicated to breast cancer prevention.
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Cause-related marketing was emerging at logical approach as they expanded into
this time, and Haley was approached about overseas markets, including cosmetics comher idea by cosmetics company, Estée panies, pharmaceutical companies who
Lauder. However, she feared her work manufacture breast cancer treatments, as
would be commercialized and wisely well as those who manufacture mammogdeclined their offer. Estée Lauder then con- raphy equipment and promote detection
ducted market research and determined measures. Furthermore, the United States
that the colour pink was feminine, hopeful federal government formally entered the
and non-threatening and began distributing field of breast cancer foreign policy in an
pink ribbons during Breast Cancer awareness project that was part of a larger
Awareness Month as part of a partnership initiative in the Middle East by the State
with Self Magazine. There was, however, Department. The United States-Middle East
a great deal of stigma associated with Partnership for Breast Cancer Awareness
breast cancer, so why were corporations involved partnerships that marketed the
and foundations interested in associating saving of women’s lives with the idea of
their brands with this disease?
corporate social responsibility,
Breast cancer became less
as part of a larger attempt to
stigmatized as a result of a
improve the image of the
number of factors, including
United States in this area. This
the feminist health movement,
campaign promoted an indiBreast Cancer Awareness
vidualized approach to breast
Month, and a shift towards
cancer in its focus on screenmammography for non-symping, despite the fact that there
tomatic women which helped
was already a free mammogto normalize the disease. The
raphy service in Dubai. This
largest breast cancer organiza- Samantha King
individualized approach did
tion in the United States, the Susan G. not recognize the complex healthcare needs
Komen Foundation, viewed corporate of Middle Eastern women. Instead, it creatpartnerships as integral to their success. ed a culture of risk while prioritizing an
These partnerships between corporations expanded market for companies such as
and foundations capitalized on the grow- General Electric, General Motors, Johnson
ing interest in and de-stigmatization of and Johnson, and Microsoft.
breast cancer. Breast cancer was now
Despite breast cancer being framed as
being constructed as a safe issue, linked to a “dream cause” by Adweek magazine,
feelings of hope and courage, while simul- King’s work demonstrates that corporate
taneously being associated with a wide interests dismiss the social conditions that
array of products for sale.
shape breast cancer, as well as any attention
The proliferation of breast cancer to addressing mortality rates or preventing
awareness campaigns was not limited to the the disease. She highlights the contradiction
United States and Canada. Breast cancer between the kinds of products that are prowas seen as the consummate free market moted as part of pink ribbon campaigns and
feminist cause (for additional information the inherent harms that these products
on free market feminism, refer to work by pose to consumers. As such, the very camChandra Mohanty), and corporations and paigns that claim to save lives and benefit
foundations were selling a particular ideo- women’s health, in fact promote products
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that are harmful. This includes handguns
and products that contain toxic substances
that are linked to cancer, such as cosmetics,
household cleaning products and oil rigs.
Similarly problematic is the mainstream
approach to breast cancer research and
treatment which does not prioritize primary
prevention, and dismisses issues of inequality and environmental racism.
King’s doctoral work was published as
a book entitled Pink Ribbons, Inc.: Breast
Cancer and the Politics of Philanthropy in
2008. She conducted a great deal of press
after the book was released and had been
warned to expect potential backlash.
However, the public relations departments
of mainstream breast cancer foundations
and corporations simply ignored the book,
while it was well received amongst the
general public. The book resonated with a
broad audience who were already experiencing discomfort and questioning corporate philanthropic activities associated
with the breast cancer ‘cause.’ Women
were questioning where the money associated with pink ribbon products was
going, and whether or not these efforts
were making a difference.
Pink Ribbons, Inc., a film based on
this work, premiered in September 2011
at the Toronto International Film Festival
and was released in theatres in January
2012. At the same time, the Komen
Foundation experienced what public relations experts have described as a classic
example of a destruction of a brand.
Namely, Komen withdrew its financial
support to Planned Parenthood for breast
cancer screening and education. Planned
Parenthood primarily provides healthcare
services to underserved women in the
United States, and also provides abortion
services. The Komen Foundation was
influenced by the anti-choice movement
in its decision to withdraw funding, and as
a result, there was a swift and substantial
backlash. This reaction was shaped by
social media, the strong leadership of
Planned Parenthood, and importantly, the
women who were previously loyal to the
foundation who were outraged at the
undermining of women’s health.
The Komen Foundation had been at the
forefront of breast cancer cause-related
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marketing. The same women who had
been questioning how the funds related to
pink ribbon products were being used were
also questioning the foundation which was
now at the forefront of this scandal. The
Komen Foundation lost millions of dollars
and became a much smaller operation.
However, the Komen Foundation is
still operating in the Middle East. While
the breast cancer awareness campaign is
no longer formally part of the Middle East
Partnership of the State Department, it did
create the conditions for foundations and
corporations to continue this work,
including the Komen Foundation which is
now working with General Electric in
Saudi Arabia.
While cause-related marketing is not
disappearing and pink ribbons remain
prevalent, other health issues and products
have also emerged, such as the corporate
philanthropy associated with testicular
cancer awareness and the “Movember”
campaign. However, it is important to
remember that the concerns related to
pink ribbon fundraising, such as a lack of
transparency related to the funds, environmental links to breast cancer, and the need
for primary prevention, continue to be
prevalent in how they relate to both breast
cancer and women’s health more broadly.
We are grateful to Dr. King for participating in this interview.
Ellen Sweeney is a health researcher and
policy analyst working in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. Ellen completed a PhD in the Faculty
of Environmental Studies at York University.
Her research interests include women’s
health, environmental health, breast cancer,
risk, primary prevention of disease, and sexand gender-based analysis.
1. I interviewed King in April 2016 about her work
on pink ribbons and breast cancer. This article
provides a summary of our discussion.
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“Precautionary Consumption”
Interview with Norah MacKendrick
By Ellen Sweeney
r. Norah MacKendrick is a sociologist whose work aligns with the
topics of consumption and sustainability examined in this issue of WEI (I
interviewed MacKendrick in March 2016
about her work on precautionary consumption and this article provides a summary
of our discussion).
MacKendrick completed a PhD at the
University of Toronto and is currently an
Assistant Professor in the Department of
Sociology at Rutgers University in New
Jersey. Her interdisciplinary work intersects
with the areas of environment, gender,
class, body burden, and food politics. In
particular, MacKendrick’s work on precautionary consumption has made an important
contribution to the field of environmental
health in its examination of chemicals,
responsibility, and gendered consumption.
MacKendrick first became interested
in issues of precaution, consumption and
gender as a graduate student in Toronto.
She analyzed media coverage over a 20
year period and found that there was a
shift in awareness during the mid- to late1990s that focused on pollution as being
widespread, but simultaneously suggested
that individuals can protect themselves by
controlling their exposure to toxic substances. This shift occurred at the same
time as parents, and mothers in particular,
were becoming more aware of the potential health effects related to widespread
chemical exposure, including concerns
about reproductive health and the health
of their children. For instance, mothers
raised concerns about the health effects of
plastics and pesticides and began purchasing alternatives such as stainless steel and
organic food.
It was this shift related to personal
responsibility and adjusting consumption
practices that led MacKendrick to develop
the “precautionary consumption” concept.
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Precautionary consumption is a ‘better
safe than sorry’ orientation to shopping
which provides a sense of empowerment
for individuals purchasing alternative
products in an attempt to avoid exposure
to chemicals. For example,
Sunscreen: Many mothers are now reading the labels on sunscreen in an attempt to
avoid ingredients such as oxybenzone (an
endocrine-disrupting chemical). However,
attempting to understand the various ingredients, such as nanoparticles, can be a frus-

have different routines related to their precautionary consumption practices. Many of
the routines are comprehensive; however
each has some degree of contradiction or
exception. For example, one woman bought
only organic foods and prepared meals
from scratch, but was not concerned about
exposures from cleaning products or microwaving plastics. Some women would
participate in precautionary consumption
practices for their children only, but not for
themselves or their partners.

Consumers often try to make the safest choice by choosing
a sunscreen that is available at health food stores or that
has been validated by an environmental group.
trating experience. Consumers often try to
make the safest choice by choosing a sunscreen that is available at health food stores
or that has been validated by an environmental group.
Toothpaste: Many mothers are also now
attempting to buy toothpaste that does not
contain triclosan (another endocrine-disrupting chemical). In this case, mothers
may understand that it is not good for their
health, but understand less about the specific health outcomes. Therefore, the tendency is to err on the side of caution and
buy toothpaste without this ingredient.
Women may also extend this practice
into other areas of their lives including
decisions about personal care products
such as cosmetics, soaps and hair products; cleaning products (e.g., using baking
soda and vinegar or other products with
less toxic ingredients); and food (e.g.,
choosing food that is local, organic,
antibiotic- and hormone-free).
It should be noted that all of the women
MacKendrick interviewed as part of studies both in Toronto and New York City
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Nora MacKendrick

Immigrant women can be at a disadvantage if English is not their first language, or if they assume that food and
products are safe in countries like Canada
and the United States. MacKendrick has
also observed that among the women she
interviewed, precautionary consumption is
primarily a middle class practice. Many
middle class women have the advantage of
the time and financial resources to enact
and engage with these practices and choices.
They also have the time to dedicate to
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reading about the chemicals contained in
products they use and the foods they consume, determining which products they
are personally concerned with, and developing and refining a strategy to determine
how their shopping and consumption practices will be shaped. However, even for
those who have the time and resources to
dedicate to precautionary consumption,
the science is constantly changing and the
replacements for chemicals that are problematic can still be dangerous (e.g., concerns are now being raised about the
harms associated with the chemicals
replacing bisphenol A and Teflon).
It is also important to note that occupational and community exposures can be
much higher and more detrimental for
health outcomes. For example, the people
who manufacture the very products which
individuals practicing precautionary consumption are trying to avoid, are exposed
at significantly higher rates than the average person.
Despite the best intentions of those
who engage in precautionary consumption,
the actions of individuals remain limited.
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Even a person who is trying their best is
still exposed to chemicals in ways that are
beyond their control. This is problematic
regarding both the lack of adequate regulation, as well as the responsibility and blame
associated with the contemporary ideology
of mothering. Mothers are considered to be
responsible for the overall well-being of
their children, including developmental
and social skills, and health outcomes.
It is ultimately a lack of regulatory
reform that results in exposure to hazardous
chemical substances. Thus, precautionary
consumption measures attempt to compensate for this lack of precaution in the regulations and policies for toxic substances.
While women, as consumers, would like
stronger regulatory reform, they have little
faith that governments will protect them
and their children. The necessity of having
to engage in precautionary consumption
practices is taken for granted — there is a
strong opinion that we are not being protected, so we have to do it ourselves.
We are grateful to Dr. MacKendrick
for participating in an interview from her
home in New York City where she is cur-

rently working on a book on precautionary consumption.
Ellen Sweeney is a health researcher and
policy analyst working in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. Ellen completed a PhD in the Faculty
of Environmental Studies at York University.
Her research interests include women’s
health, environmental health, breast cancer,
risk, primary prevention of disease, and sexand gender-based analysis.
References and Further Resources
If you are interested in reading more
about Dr. MacKendrick’s work, see below
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MacKendrick, Norah and Lindsay Stevens.
(2016). “‘Taking Back a Little Bit of Control’:
Managing the Contaminated Body Through
Consumption.” Sociological Forum. Doi:
10.1111/socf.12245.
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Pinkwashing and the Breast Cancer
Prevention Movement
By Diana Ward, Deborah Burton and Helen Lynn

“When companies put pink ribbons on their products, they’re
no longer just selling a sweater or a watch — they’re selling
the expectation that buying their product is going to make
a difference in the fight against breast cancer. But the
‘portion of the proceeds’ that goes to breast cancer is
all too often minuscule in comparison.”
Barbara Brenner (BCA 2005)
he term ‘pinkwashing’ is commonly
used to define the practice of companies who, while contributing a
percentage of profits from pink ribbon
sales to breast cancer research and profiting from market association with pink
products, are also contributing to the disease itself as producers of consumer products which expose women to carcinogenic
and endocrine-disrupting chemicals and
other manufactured substances with
proven links to breast cancer incidence.
By selling these products — be it pink
frying pans or pink clothes or pink jewellery — companies hope to earn the
kudos of being seen as caring about a disease that every year kills over 500,000
women globally. Research shows that
consumers are influenced by this association and will consequently be more
inclined to purchase the product and to
view the company as a caring one.

T

Pink Sells
The truth of the matter is that only a
small percentage from pink ribbon product sales, sometimes as little as 1%, goes
to breast cancer research, leaving companies to benefit from selling virtually anything pink. While a breast cancer charity
has overheads to cover, its perceived
endorsement of a company’s products
poses the question of how much influence
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this type of fundraising has on the public
information produced by the charity.
Use of the colour pink in products
aimed at raising money for breast cancer
has not been lost on women. Women have
been shown to pay more for female products or products designed with the female
consumer in mind. (New York City
Department of Consumer Affairs 2015).
After all, pink supposedly denotes femininity and is associated with beauty, childhood
and romance, making it the perfect colour
to market products to women who make the
majority of consumer choices on clothing,
food, personal care and household products.
Essentially it’s a marketing ploy to convince women of a gender norm, making it
easier for producers and retailers to sell
pink from a mass marketing perspective.
Background to Pinkwashing
The gender dimension to the pinkification of breast cancer cannot be ignored.
Since no other disease has received this
level of engagement from companies, we
question the hijacking of the tremendous
work done by women and activists to
raise awareness about the disease by pinkdominated market forces.
In the 1960s, when breast cancer was
relatively hidden, it was women who took
to the streets and campaigned to raise
awareness. It wasn’t until the 1970s, when
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high profile women began talking and
writing about their diagnoses that women
began questioning the prevailing breast
cancer treatment regimes.
In 1991 the grassroots activist, Charlotte
Haley, made the first peach coloured ribbon for the disease that affected her sister,
daughter and grandmother. Her aim was
to call for greater accountability and
action on prevention. To each ribbon she
attached a card which read: “The National
Cancer Institute’s annual budget is $1 .8 billion, only 5% goes for cancer prevention.
Help us wake up legislators and America
by wearing this ribbon.” (Breast Cancer
Action 2011).
But when Estée Lauder and Self
Magazine came calling to adopt such a wonderfully marketable idea, Charlotte was having none of it. They were too commercial
she said, preferring to hand out the ribbons
herself. So Estée Lauder produced their own
ribbons and changed the colour to pink.
Their first pink ribbons were used to raise
awareness about breast self-examination
and to raise more money for research, but
since its adoption by the Avon Company
and the Susan G. Komen Foundation, the
pink ribbon has become the breast cancer
symbol representing vested interests in the
ensuing global marketing of the disease.
‘Pink’ has also generalised the breast
cancer story as one about “brave” women
who are fighting the disease by staying
“strong and positive.” But for many women
this is far from the reality of the disease
experience, which along with its impact on
women’s lives (toxic treatments with long
term side effects, prolonged risk of death,
infertility, psychological distress, unemployment, debt and discrimination) does not
sit well with the pink ribbon concept.
Your Gain Our Pain
Twenty years ago many publicly
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the majority of similarly affected women
anywhere in the world.
Many organizations, originally set up
and funded by and for breast cancer by
women, now operate in partnership with
commercial interests in order to sustain
their flow of funds. Soliciting the business
world for both sponsors and pink products
has become an imperative in their competitive need to forge solid relationships
with selected business associates under
the pink promotional banner.
Ironically, pink ribbon products such
as cosmetics, cars, sofas and plastic items
contain or emit toxic chemicals such as
flame retardants and endocrine disruptors
that are causally linked to the disease,
while outright maiming or killing can
result from the sale of pink ribbon guns.
Pink would not sell if the confounding
risk factors of environmental and occupa-

tional exposures were openly acknowledged as causal factors in the disease.
Media reports and images emphasising
the link between breast cancer and stinking fumes pumping from blackened chimneys, and women clad in protective equipment would not sell pink-packaged beauty
products or pink plastic bottles. Along
with the socio-economic factors that can
make one more vulnerable to breast cancer, the occupational inequalities of those
who are exposed to toxic substances at
work, are rarely, if ever, addressed.
It is puzzling why most breast cancer
charities and those who profit from cancer persist in refusing to acknowledge the
role of environmental and occupational
exposures while ignoring decades of evidence on the link between our womb-tograve exposures to toxic substances and
the escalating incidence of breast cancer.
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engaged and supported breast cancer
organizations were calling on their governments and cancer research agencies for
improved treatment protocols and
increased research funding for both the
cause and prevention of a rapidly escalating disease. Over the past two decades,
the corporate profit-driven pink branding
of breast cancer — feminising, softening
and personalising — has gradually and
relentlessly brought about a shift in public perception of the disease, from one
represented by women working cooperatively to raise awareness of the urgent
need for understanding and preventing
this dreaded disease, to one where women
cheerfully display their allegiance to the
cause by wearing pink, fundraising for
pink and purchasing pink in an altered
form of cooperative effort that today is
expected and unquestioningly given by
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The 21st Century Breast
Cancer Agenda
In recent years, a deafening silence
about the role of chemical, environmental
and occupational risk factors in relation to
breast cancer incidence has become ever
more evident in breast cancer awareness
campaigns. Instead, the predominant prevention paradigm among breast cancer
organizations is limited to a singular focus
on ‘lifestyle’ risk factors, such as diet and
exercise, which account for some 30% of
cases leaving the potential 60% of remaining breast cancer cases that fall outside the
lifestyle risk category to continue being
ignored and unexplained (WHO 2016).
In response to these concerns, the Pink
to Prevention campaign was developed in
2013 by Di Ward, Deborah Burton and
Helen Lynn. The campaign aims to move
the breast cancer agenda from pink
(defined as the status quo which only considers lifestyle risks factors for breast cancer) to one including action on primary
prevention by stopping the disease before
it starts. In assessing public information
from breast cancer organizations on the
risk factors associated with the disease, the
campaigners discovered some very misleading omissions. In terms of disease risk,
the UK’s largest breast cancer charity listed the unclarified ‘chemicals in the environment’ section alongside underwire bras
in their 2011 risks booklet. Their updated
2015 version lists them under ‘Does Not
Affect Risk,’ although they failed to review
scientific research post - 2010.
Further study showed this seems to be
a common approach across other breast
cancer organizations, i.e. how vested interests manifest themselves as barriers to the
advancement of primary prevention strategies. Research findings that don’t correlate
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There is an ‘elephant in the room’ in the
form of vested interests at play between
breast cancer charities and companies making products containing ingredients known
to be causally linked to breast cancer. Their
silence regarding science-based prevention
strategies is effectively bought by commissioning and selling pink products in support
of agendas that do not include environmental and occupational links to the disease.

or support the lifestyle agenda are ignored,
side-lined or dismissed as inconclusive or
non-representative due to small sample
sizes. Doubt is cast on the findings of any
research which supports the involvement
of non-lifestyle risk factors.
A review of media coverage in the
Toronto Star by Jane McArthur analyzed
the tendency to report more frequently on
breast cancer prevalence, detection and
treatment while largely ignoring environmental and occupational links to the disease. Her research concluded that the same
factors which influence the science of
breast cancer also influence mainstream
media system where portrayals of the ‘normality’ of breast cancer which women ‘battle’ or ‘overcome’ make it seem like a rite
of passage for women — one which turns
them into warriors and survivors. With the
side-lining of prevention, advances in current treatment are presented as the only
answer. The solution to breast cancer is to
buy our way out if we are to believe the
messages of many breast cancer charities.
As McArthur says: “To confront occupational exposures in relation to breast cancer
exposes the social class dynamics of breast
cancer — in other words not all women
bear the same risk, not just from lifestyle
choices, but also in relation to their social
class position which includes occupation.”
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Follow the Money
Pressure from Follow the Money campaigns such as Breast Cancer Action’s
“Think Before You Pink” campaign has
encouraged fundraisers and donors to ask
questions about how donations will be
spent. These questions have resulted in
many breast cancer organizations publishing how money raised is allocated. Yet,
when research agendas are set, as the
majority are, by representatives of these
organizations who are appointed to government committees responsible for drafting cancer plans and strategies, they can
influence research directions by identifying ‘gaps’ in research programmes (largely
treatment or cure focused) which they perceive as more worthy of inclusion. There
is consequently little likelihood of occupational and environmental risk factors
receiving any attention from such politically influential decision-making bodies.
Internationally, less than 4% of global
research spending is allocated to primary
prevention and only 2% on exogenous
(external) factors like chemical exposures.
The UK National Cancer Research
Institute spends 4% on prevention through
funding research projects for its partners.
While no one would quibble about
treatments, care and support for women
with breast cancer being made available at
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A Line in the Sand
A line was drawn in the sand in 2014
when the Susan G. Komen Foundation
teamed up with Baker Hughes, one of the
world’s largest oilfield service companies,
to remind people of the importance of
supporting breast cancer screening and
research for a cure. Hughes promoted this
message by painting 1000 of their fracking drill bits pink. Dubbed the ‘sex toy
from hell’ by anti-fracking campaigner,
Sandra Steingraber, the drill bits were
supposedly aimed at informing staff on
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the highest possible standard, we should be
asking questions about what the exclusion
of environmental and occupational risks
says about the research that is supported by
funds from these sources. For example the
UK supermarket ASDA’s “Tickled Pink”
campaign has raised £49 million since
1996 to support the Breast Cancer Care
and Breast Cancer Now charities while the
US Breast Cancer Research Foundation,
founded by former Estée Lauder Senior
VP, Evelyn Lauder, has raised $207 million
in donations since 1993.

rigs about breast cancer and a cheque for
$100,000 was presented to the Komen
Foundation. However, fluids from fracking operations have been linked to breast
cancer among other diseases. Levels of

benzene — a proven human carcinogen
— have been found at dangerous levels in
the urine of workers in the fracking, oil
and gas industries. (Steingraber 2014).
In this prime example of public reaction
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www.frompinktoprevention.org
A campaign was formed in 2013 by
Deborah Burton Tipping Point North South,
Helen Lynn Alliance Cancer Prevention and
Diana Ward Working Group on Primary
Prevention of Breast Cancer. We campaign
to move the agenda From Pink to Prevention
by Stopping Breast Cancer Before It Starts.
Diana Ward is an Australian-based author,
cartoonist and activist who has had cancer
patient experiences in the UK and Australia
from the early 90s and more than 30 years
experience of campaigning for change,
primarily for the prevention of breast cancer.
From 2004-2007 she served as the Chair
of the charity Breast Cancer UK, and is a
Co-founder of the No More Breast Cancer
campaign and a member of the UK Working
Group on Primary Prevention of Breast Cancer.

to pinkwashing, the Komen Foundation’s
social media pages were taken over by
thousands of comments including: “What
gives me strength is not an organization
that pinkwashes. Watching my Mom fight
her hard battle with BC is what gives me
strength! Not some organization that takes
blood money ... money that is made by
causing cancer!”
Subdued Activism
Now firmly entrenched as the universally recognized pink identifier for anyone
or anything associated with breast cancer,
the insidious pink take-over of the earlier
breast cancer agenda that was set by women
themselves has been a highly successful
enterprise, not only in the marketing sense
but also in the reshaping of that agenda.
Barbara Ehrenreich, author and activist,
puts this into perspective in the film Pink
Ribbons, Inc.:
“I think, the fact of the whole pink ribbon culture was to drain and deflect the kind
of militancy we had as women who were
appalled to have a disease that is epidemic
and yet, that we don’t even know the cause
of. We found sisterhood from other women
and looking critically at what was going on
with our health care. The sisterhood is now
supposed to be supplied by the runs and
races for the cure.” (Pink Ribbons, Inc, 2011)
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Samantha King, author of the book Pink
Ribbons, Inc., suggests that big players in
the cancer establishment have boards of
directors with representatives from the pharmaceutical, chemical and the energy industries, making it almost impossible to separate the people who might be responsible for
the perpetuation of this disease from those
who are responsible for trying to find a way
to its cure or even better, its prevention. It is
obvious that emotions like anger, dissent,
disbelief, and questions about exposures at
work, home or in the wider environment
have no place in this festival of pink.
Conclusion
It is undoubtedly the endlessly repeated and regular sightings of pink ribbons,
in association with breast cancer, that go
a long way towards explaining our general
blindness to and ignorance of breast cancer as an environmental and occupational
disease which may therefore be largely
preventable.
Like a cancer itself, and as a direct
consequence of the corporate takeover of
Charlotte Haley’s peach ribbon idea, but
not its message, the relentless spread of the
pinkwashing practice has added a global,
profit-driven barrier to the rightful place
for real breast cancer prevention in public
and policy debate and agenda setting.
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Deborah Burton is co-founder of Tipping
Point North South, a non-profit organisation
set up to support feature documentary films
and single-issue campaigns. Before that
she worked in NGO campaigning — peace
movement, environment and public health,
trade, tax and climate justice.
Helen Lynn has worked on issues linking
women, health and the environment since
1995, initially at the Women’s Environmental
Network then as a freelance researcher.
She facilitates the Alliance for Cancer
Prevention and is a Visiting Researcher at
the Occupational and Environmental Health
Research group, University of Stirling.
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By Penn Kemp

Plumb Line
Mourning doves this afternoon pluck through long grass
peck at indeterminate food possibilities. A soft waddle,
plump-prowed. Listening intent, ignoring ambient sounds
of mowers but alert to the strange or errant. Soft pickings,
morsels for hawks and foxes, tender bones crushed and
crunched. Protectrice, I sit among doves in our backyard
reading The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History by
Elizabeth Kolbert. Past mass extinctions, we’re now in
the Sixth. Toads croak on, oblivious: myriad amphibians
in mottled dun, warning other males, welcoming mates.
Gone in an evolutionary flash. Just as the tadpoles all...
disappeared overnight. Were they caught by raccoons?
Drowning? I know I am responsible somehow. NIMB,
the warning so close to home. Species die. Or diversify.

Plumb Line is by Penn Kemp, a London Ontario performance poet, activist
and playwright and a Life Member of the League of Canadian Poets and
their 2015 Spoken Word Artist of the Year. As Writer-in-Residence for
Western University, her project was the DVD, Luminous Entrance: a Sound
Opera for Climate Change Action, Pendas Productions. Her latest works
are two anthologies for the Feminist Caucus Archives of the League of
Canadian Poets: Performing Women and Women and Multimedia, that
were launched at The Writers' Summit in June 2016. Forthcoming is a new
collection of poetry, Barbaric Cultural Practice, as well as a play, The
Triumph of Teresa Harris. For more information, see
www.pennkemp.wordpress.com and www.mytown.ca.pennkemp
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WE Research

What Does Ethical Consumption Mean?
Some Canadian data
By Dolon Chakravartty

he past few decades have seen
growing environmental concern
and awareness reflected in actions
and habits such as recycling, reusing and
purchasing environmentally friendly
products. Widespread availability of lowcost goods has also raised concerns about
ethical issues in the production of these
goods, such as the low wages and poor
working conditions of those employed in
industries such as garment production,
coffee growing and many others.
Ethical consumption can be defined as
the practice of purchasing products and services produced in a way that minimises
social and/or environmental damage, while
avoiding products and services deemed to
have a negative impact on society or the
environment (igd.com). It can also include
a boycott of a company or product, a type
of personal consumer activism, such as
avoiding shopping at Walmart because of
poor labour standards. Boycotting as a form
of non-traditional political participation saw
the biggest growth from mid-1970s to early
2000s in industrialized countries.
The idea that citizens can effect
change through their behaviour and consumer choices has become part of environmental and activist discourse and some
political scientists consider ethical consumption, including boycotting, a form of
political action since its objective is to
effect social change. In response to consumer boycotts, companies have dedicated
resources to “corporate social responsibility” (or CSR) with some industries producing “fair trade” or “socially responsible”
items that are argued to be grown, manufactured, or distributed in ways that are
more fair to workers and less harmful to
the environment.

T
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Examining Ethical Consumption
in Canada
A 2010 study analyzing data from the
2003 and 2008 General Social Survey (a
population health survey that gathers data on
social trends) looked at ethical consumption
across Canada. The study asked questions
about why consumers choose some products and boycott others based on ethical criteria, who is most likely to choose or boycott a product for ethical reasons and how
the evolution of ethical consumption compares with other forms of political participation. The findings were surprising. They

rates of ethical consumption were
British Columbia, Quebec, Ontario;
• In general, ethical consumption was more
common in larger urban areas (could be
due to accessibility of products);
• Other forms of political activity such as
attending public meetings (requiring
high degree of time) was highest outside
urban areas;
• Recent immigrants were less likely to
choose or boycott products for ethical
reasons;
• Those aged 65 and older were least likely
to choose products for ethical reasons;

The study asked questions about why consumers
choose some products and boycott others based on
ethical criteria, who is most likely to choose or boycott
a product for ethical reasons and how the evolution of
ethical consumption compares with other forms of
political participation.
revealed that political participation rates in
activities such as voting and volunteering
for a political party were declining over
time, but two areas of civic participation
were growing: searching for political information online, and ethical consumption.
Other findings of the study include:
• Level of education was strongly and
positively associated with both political
participation and ethical consumption;
• Higher income is associated with higher
rates of ethical consumption;
• So-called “post-materialist” values
(self-expression, autonomy, quality of
life, freedom of expression and secularization) were associated with ethical
consumption and boycotting;
• Provinces with the highest reported
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• People who have greater belief in
personal control — i.e. that their actions
combined with those of others will have
an impact — report the highest levels
of ethical consumption; and
• Men were as likely as women to have
chosen or boycotted a product for
ethical reasons.
Gender, Socio-Economic Status and
Ethical Consumption
Although the Statistics Canada study
doesn’t report gender-based differences in
choosing to boycott or purchase a product
for ethical reasons, other research has found
that women are more likely than men to
exhibit environmental values, are largely
responsible for household purchasing in
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families, and most likely to engage in ‘precautionary consumption’ (MacKendrick,
2010). In doing so, women may be stuck
navigating a ‘moral maze’ of weighing the
health, environmental and social benefits
in searching and buying the ‘right’ product
that causes the least harm, both personally
and through global production and manufacturing chains. Since fair trade or socially
responsible products also tend to cost
more, being an ethical consumer can be
seen as a way for those with higher
incomes to stand out socially by appearing
“more green”, or in some ways, morally
superior to others through better purchasing power. Conversely, for those with less
financial means, where choice in buying is
most often dictated by affordability, ethical purchasing is not an option. This can
result in negative assumptions about those
of lower socio-economic-status not being
as socially aware or conscious.

absorb the enormous amount of information necessary to make ethical purchasing
decisions on every occasion, assuming
one even has the time, education and
financial means to do so.
In trying to use our consumer buying
power to search for the “right” fair trade,
organic, sustainable, green, sweatshopfree products, are we really changing the
world? Or is it an easy way to ease our
anxiety about widespread inequalities and
damage as a result of global capitalism?

While well-intentioned as an individual
response, is ethical consumption a form of
moral commodification that fails to confront the root of the problem? It depends
on who you ask.
Dolon Chakravartty is a Ph.D. student in
Social and Behavioural Health Sciences at
the Dalla Lana School of Public Health and
she is part of the Environment and Health
Collaborative Program at the University of
Toronto’s School of the Environment.

Does Ethical Consumption Really
Make a Difference?
Some argue that consumers have a
great deal of power and influence over
corporate conduct and government policy,
so that, as an example, consumers can
hold producers to fair trade standards
which does eventually lead to improved
working conditions. Further, proponents
believe that boycotting and ethical consumption is a way for youth and younger
populations to become socially conscious
and politically engaged.
However, for ethical consumption to
be effective, consumers need to be knowledgeable. This would involve companies
providing adequate labelling, as a minimum, as well as a compelling justification
or explanation about why and how a product might be more ‘ethical’ than the alternatives. For example, this could be something about how the product has less packaging, or is produced in a way that is more
environmentally and socially sustainable.
Critics of the practice argue that this
form of individual action, especially if it
is to remain relatively easy, will not
change things as effectively as legislation
and regulations. One major obstacle to
being a more effective form of political
action is how hard it is for individuals to
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Who Consumes What?
Recycling, Ethics, and Social Difference
By Nita Chaudhuri
he Romani (Gypsies) of Europe
have traditionally scavenged and
traded scrap metal and waste to survive and earn cash. Roma rag pickers and
scrap metal collectors supplying goods to
paper mills and foundries have been documented in Europe as early as the 17th
century. European industrialization and
urbanization led to the growth of informal
waste collecting, due to increased urban
waste, demand for raw materials for
industry, and more urban dwellers in need
of a livelihood.
By the mid-20th century waste picking decreased in Europe, as waste management industries were formalized and
welfare states reduced the poor’s reliance
on informal recycling.
Beginning in the mid-1990s, however,
informal recycling in Western Europe
exploded again. The demand for recycling
surged due to an increased waste stream,
declining room in landfills, new recycling
technologies, and environmentalism.
In the Paris suburbs, Roma squatter
camps often contain heaps of metal that
are mixed with hazardous materials. There
is a high potential for infectious diseases
among Roma scavengers due to exposure
to fecal matter, paper saturated by toxic
materials, bottles and containers with
chemical residues, contaminated needles
and heavy metals from batteries and electronic waste.
Scavengers typically suffer from occupational injuries such as back and hand
injuries caused by lifting heavy objects
with little equipment. Waste pickers who
work in open dumps are often exposed to
large amounts of toxic fumes provoking
respiratory effects. They also risk being
hit by trucks or caught in surface subsidence, trash slides and fires.
Because waste-picking activity is illegal or unpermitted, the Roma often face

T
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harassment by police and authorities.
Maria, a Roma woman in an informal settlement in the Parisian suburbs, spent eight
months in prison for hopping the fence of
a landfill site looking for valuable garbage
to sell or use for home furnishings. Roma
scavengers like Maria often suffer scorn
from the public because of their poverty
and perceived lack of hygiene.
Verana is a mother of six living in a
squatter camp in the suburbs of Paris
whose husband formerly collected scrap
metal to sell for cash. The work made him
sick and gave him chronic asthma; the
French doctors told him not to do this
type of work anymore. Today, they have
no cash and no means of earning income.
Recycled Houses
Verana’s caravan (mobile home) like
many in the Roma camp where she lives, is
5th or 6th hand via the internal market of the
Roma across Europe. The Manouche (French
Gypsies whose families have been in France
longer) look down upon these Roma from
Eastern Europe as the lowest of all.
Caravans are joined together to create
common living areas in the Roma camps
with extra pieces of wood and other materials including old pieces of plastic, metal,
and drywall that have turned mouldy with
time due to the damp cold climate of
Paris. Nevertheless, with recovered furniture, colourful fabrics and objects the
Roma turn their caravans into lovely cozy
environments.
To keep warm, they make stoves out
of old oil drums, burning any material that
is combustible, with little ventilation.
Temperature regulation is difficult and at
times caravans can be suffocating.
Recycled Food
France is one of the first countries to
make it a legal requirement for supermar-
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kets to donate their unsold food to avoid
food waste. Piles of unsold food make their
way to the Roma camp by means of various charities and are dumped on the
unpaved ground where only meat, sweets
or coca cola are taken while lettuce,
endives, and bananas are often left for the
rats to feast upon. I have often been told
that in Romania the Rom like to eat “meat”.
Trying to address the issue of obesity
— a common chronic condition among
the Roma as it is generally among the
poor in developed economies — is a challenging undertaking. Messages such as
the importance of eating the right types of
food 3 times a day are often seen as
patronizing and hypocritical. Anka, one
Roma woman remarked,
“In France you eat 3 times a day
at set times… In Romania we
don’t even know if we will have
enough food to eat once a day….
In France we can get food but we
never know what it will be.”
Nevertheless, when I recently interviewed Roma teenagers (2016) about
whether there was enough to eat in France,
a big smile would light up on their faces
as they affirmed that the French were very
generous. Despite the high prevalence of
obesity and diabetes in this population it is
difficult to pass messages on a healthy diet
when for the most part the Roma don’t see
themselves as having much of a choice.
Recycled Cash
In order to obtain cash that might
allow some consumer choice, the Rom
take on jobs such as house cleaning or harvesting, but one of the traditional ‘occupations’ is begging. For the Rom begging is
traditionally seen as a valid occupation.
The 10-20 centimes or even 1 euro they
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Romani (Rom, Roma, Gypsy) populations are among the largest and poorest minority groups in Europe
(≈12 million), and have suffered centuries of marginalization. There are approximately 20,000 Roma
immigrants from Romania and Bulgaria living in the Paris region. The original Romani people migrated
from northern India, presumably from the northwestern Indian states Rajasthan and Punjab, about
1000 years ago, mixing with local populations.
may get from begging are small change in
the minds of the rich. This excess money
filters down to the Rom. Making 15 euros
a day in small change by begging for 9
hours is considered a hard day’s work and
well paid.
In a women’s health group Arabella
once said,

“There is a way of dressing in
order to integrate.”
Scarves and long skirts to cover legs
are standard for Roma girls when they
reach the age of puberty. This distinguishes
them from the rest of the French girls and
for some affects their perceived freedom.

Does Recycling Make Consumption
Ethical?
French people often ask why the
Roma come to Paris from Romania if
their living conditions are so miserable
For the Roma being harassed by the here. The answer I often give is there’s
police and being thrown in jail is a regular more garbage here.
occurrence. She goes on poignantly,
Since France is a more ‘developed’
“When a child gives me money I pray economy than Romania (which has
for her… it is mostly the Moroccan chil- recently entered the EU), it is possible for
dren that give me money….”
the Roma to have a ‘better’ life in France
It is somewhat poetic that the children than in their home country by reusing and
of the often-marginalized Muslim North selling the ‘garbage’ of their hosts. The
African diaspora in France give money to Roma, refugees and the marginalized live
the Rom. This practice of charity, an off the garbage of French and developed
important tenet of Islam, is somehow Western European economies.
never mentioned in this increasingly
Environmentalists, on social media,
polarized and stratified world.
sometimes glorify recycling. For example,
Parallels can be also seen in the mod- in one recent video, a handsome, buff,
est dress of traditional Roma and Muslim young Australian man boasts about the
girls and their resulting lack of acceptance tent he made of recycled material with an
in French society where wearing the hijab energy efficient stove, second hand futon
is sometimes penalized.
mattress, recycled oil drums for night
tables and a 12 dollar dining table, all
Recycled Clothes
reclaimed cast-offs obtained cheaply and
In Paris, the fashion capital of the world, from various dumps. For the middle and
many girls and women are obsessed with the upper class this is seen as ‘shabby chic’.
way they dress. Aesthetics and beauty are This is the same method the Roma use to
high on their agenda. With clothes becom- survive in France, yet they are considered
ing cheaper in both quality and quantity, dirty, marginal scavengers.
they are easily given away. The poor such as
the Roma, therefore, do not want for attire. Recycled People?
Yet their sense of style does not always
The marginalization and poverty that
meet the standards of the French as a the Rom and other immigrant groups sufRomanian social worker working in French fer in Europe make it a necessity for them
squatter camps pointed out haughtily,
to be innovative in finding value by reusing
“When I beg I feel ashamed but if
I don’t earn cash and buy things
for my children they will steal
them….”
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or recycling other people’s garbage.
Marginalization, racism, discrimination
and prevailing ideas about beauty, aesthetics and social integration are all essentially
influenced by material consumption and
obsession with objects. What people
“have” dictates who is ‘in’ and who is ‘out’.
Who then is an ethical consumer and what
is ethical consumption?
Designing products for reuse and
recyclability, banning toxics, and promoting recycling will help make consumption
more ethical, but won’t solve all the moral
problems with markets and their reinforcement of difference in this highly
unequal world.
Dr. Nita Chaudhuri is an adjunct professor at
the American University of Paris and a Public
Health and Environment specialist. She has
worked with the Roma in Paris for the last
five years on various health promotion and
environment initiatives with several local
organisations. She consults with WHO and
UNESCO.
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Social History of Mass Consumption
By Sayeh Dastgheib-Beheshti
aced with the reality that many of
the ecological challenges humanity
is facing are a result of the consumption of resources, exceeding the
regenerative capacity of the environment,
I have embarked on a quest to better
understand who benefited from the establishment of mass consumerism. Could
consumerism be more than just the overconsumption of resources? If, as historian
Peter Stearns suggests, our consumerist
practices of today are a way of seeking
“meaning and pleasure” in our world, then
perhaps understanding the roots of this
urge may allow us to identify alternative
ways and practices more compatible with
the Earth’s limits.
Up until the 1980’s the evolution of
consumer society was believed to be the
result of the industrial revolution that took
place at the end of the 18th century in
England. However, records show that,
almost a century earlier, the existence of
a fairly substantial growth in European
consumption was fueling the demand for
advances in production techniques. Nonessential, but highly valued consumables
included household furnishings such as
paintings, ceramics and textiles as well as
personal ornaments such as umbrellas and
gloves. This increased consumption was
not equally distributed either in society or
even within families, with clear differences based on generation, class, and gender (Sassatelli, 2007).
Gender power dynamics were critical
in the consumption role assigned to uppermiddle class women. The patriarchal
structure of English society prior to the
16th century meant that women had strict,
predefined roles within society — first as
virginal daughters, then as wives and
mothers, and finally as widows — all confined to the private, domestic sphere.
While a man’s place was in the fields,
roads, and forests, women stayed in the
home and village and engaged in a multi-
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tude of tasks, none of which were recognized as “work”, but instead were considered women’s natural duties. These began
with all housework, raising children, taking care of the domestic animals, and often
spinning or sewing for added income.
The exclusion of most women from
the guilds that controlled various trades
“relegate(d) them to the least-skilled and
certainly least-remunerative aspects of the
trade” (Epstein, 1991, p. 122). Women
were more prominent in the textile production trades such as dyeing and spinning thread, but even in these trades, they
were paid substantially less than men.
With the flow of capital from colonies
and the establishment of urban centres in

Europe, visible work and production
moved away from the household and into
factories. This led to a spatial separation
of the spheres of production and consumption as well as further division of
social roles. Production, with its responsibilities and challenges, occupied the head
of the family (male, seen as the stronger
gender), while women, regarded as delicate and fragile, were tasked with consumption in households. For a Puritan
man, success was seen as a sign of divine
reward for hard work and achievements.
According to Colin Campbell, this
dichotomy explains the concurrent existence of both Puritan and Romantic values in English society.

With the flow of capital from colonies and the
establishment of urban centres in Europe, visible
work and production moved away from the household
and into factories.
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Philosophers such as Shaftesbury, in
Characteristics of Man, Manners, Opinions,
Times, published in 1711, suggested that
“man” not only had an intuitive sense of
right and wrong that came out of true
virtue, but that this virtue was characterized by beauty. Surrounding oneself with
objects of beauty would allow inner virtue
to shine through. In an interesting twist,
pleasure — which had been already established as a derivative of beauty — became
an indicator of virtue. Another way of
illustrating inner virtue was by embracing
the notion of romantic love.
As women became increasingly associated with beauty and love, the home was
defined as a comfortable setting created
by a caring wife, from which all signs of
work were removed. Women, serving as
status symbols, were in charge of a constructed form of household consumption,
limited to items that contributed to the
comfort or image of their husbands
(Veblen 1994, originally published in
1899, Chapters III and IV). These items of
beauty, including the wives, would show
the world the success and virtue of the
men who worked.
One interesting outcome of the role of
women as “consumers-in-chief” was the
transition of women from the private into
the public sphere, where now, they had a
reason to be seen publicly since they had
to “go shopping”. Women used this newfound purchasing power as a political tool
to make new demands for emancipation.
Based on the many viewpoints I have
encountered through my readings, I
believe that one of the most notable outcomes of the industrial revolution was the
further removal of women from the visible and recognized production economy.
The definition of women as consumers,
and cultural association of virtue with
beauty, created specific expectations
about how women were to participate in
society. Beauty and beautiful environments were seen as the legitimate ways to
display virtue.
Sassatelli notes that “consumption is a
socially and culturally standardized activity” that has been, throughout the ages,
either celebrated as a liberating or condemned as a dominating practice. Modern
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day advertising and marketing have only
led to increased pressures to display inner
values and persona through ‘appropriate’
consumption. Studies of consumption patterns in ‘liberal market’ societies have
introduced terms such as “sterile ownership” which refers to the purchase of
expensive leisure goods such as cameras,
camping gear, and sports equipment by
time-pressured, high-income earners.
Since the products never actually get used,
they represent a wished-for identity that
people just don’t have the time to engage.
What are the ecological impacts of all
these products that serve no other purpose
than an illusion of an identity? While in
our current context, we construct conspicuous consumption as ‘normal’, the fact
that these practices vary through time and
place illustrates the hegemonic structure
that persists and dictates the ‘right’ or
‘wrong’ form of consumption. Could the
key to achieving meaning without being
consumerist reside in our ability to appreciate our inner virtues without the need to
display them through possessions?

Sayeh Dastgheib-Beheshti is a graduate
student at the Faculty of Environmental
Studies at York University. Her research aims
at developing a model for the socio-economic
system of consumption of positional goods
in order to identify leverage points for
intervention. She can be reached at
sayehdb@yorku.ca.
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By Katherine J. Munro

breakfast epiphany
wasp buzzes in the sunny doorway
fat raindrops rattle & splash
somewhere a rainbow
Miss Golightly slowly lifts her cat mask
finds herself & her cat or flies to South America
somewhere a cage of gold

Originally from Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, kjmunro moved to the
Yukon Territory in 1991. She is Membership Secretary for Haiku Canada, and is
an Associate Member of the League of Canadian Poets. Her chapbook, summer
evening, is available through Leaf Press as number ten in their oak leaflet series.
(www.leafpress.ca)
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In the Field

Is it Possible to Get a Safe,
Fair Manicure?
By Miliann Kang
hould I get my nails done? Are
manicures an opportunity for stress
relief, feminine bonding, toxic
exposure, labor exploitation or all of the
above?
Many women have grappled with these
questions since the New York Times series
“Unvarnished“ broke last summer, shining
much needed light on widespread labor
rights violations, toxic exposures, and
adverse health outcomes in New York City
nail salons. I commend Sarah Nir’s reporting and Governor Cuomo’s swift response
to combat wage theft and health risks.
There is no denying that these conditions
are widespread, and that nail-salon owners
must be held responsible for violating labor
laws. At the same time, these conditions
are not new, and many advocates have
been working to address them for years.
Nir was not the first to cover these issues,
nor unfortunately, will she be the last.
Women and Environments International
ran a comprehensive story on “The U.S.
Nail Salon Industry: Booming Business,
Growing Concern” in Fall/Winter 2008.
My book, The Managed Hand: Race,
Gender and the Body in Beauty Service
Work, published in 2010, also addressed
the broad social conditions shaping nail
salon work, which include customer
demand for cheap, quick services, lack of
regulation, lax enforcement of existing
laws, globalized labor migration flows,
and ultimately, the bottom line of profitdriven, winner-take-all markets and mentalities. Here, I offer less academic analysis and more personal reflections, from the
perspective of an advocate and consumer.
For various reasons, particularly her
focus on the salons as a “racial and ethnic
caste system,” Nir’s articles clearly hit a
nerve. Here is a sampling of the com-
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ments that poured in.
“I’m done. Never again can I sit across
from the mousy, submissive worker who
exudes graciousness for my visit to the
salon — this is so sickening.”
“So sad these women have to suffer
just because lazy, privileged, women won’t
do their own nails. I mean how hard is it
to cut your own freaking toenails.”
I can empathize with the difficult feelings many women confront as they try to
decide whether to continue getting their
nails done. As someone who has researched and written a book on the nail
industry and is connected to a national net-

than my daughter. I sat watching these
two young Asian-American girls, their
soft hands intertwined, thinking about the
different trajectories that had led them to
either side of the manicuring table. North
Americans so like to believe in meritocracy
— that people end up where they are
because of their own hard work, intelligence and moral conduct. But seeing
these two girls across from each other, it
was hard to make this case.
Molly was just as sharp, plucky and
beautiful as my daughter. She shared with
us that she wanted to become an architect.
But because her mother was an immigrant

“So sad these women have to suffer just because lazy,
privileged, women won’t do their own nails. I mean how
hard is it to cut your own freaking toenails.”
work of advocates, the fact that I still like
to get my nails done — and that I take my
daughter to get our nails done together —
seems to surprise and even offend some
people. Shouldn’t I know better?
Shouldn’t we feel especially awkward, as
Asian Americans, to have another Asian
woman waiting on us? Aren’t we more
likely to be mistaken as the providers
rather than the recipients of these services?
The answers to all of these questions are
both yes and no.
When my daughter, Sangha, was 9years-old, I took her to get her first manicure at a nail salon in New York City. A
young manicurist, who told us her name
was Molly, attended to us. Molly was the
daughter of the salon owner, and most
likely was working without a license. She
looked like she was just a few years older
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small business owner who relies on
unpaid family labor to keep her salon
afloat, Molly’s chances of going to college were far more constrained, model
minority stereotypes notwithstanding. I
was glad that Sangha and Molly hit it off,
that they both seemed to enjoy the giving
and receiving of the manicure, and that
my daughter tipped well using her own
money. But then we left the salon, and
Molly stayed.
No one wants to feel that their lifestyle
imposes harm on others. Everyone wants
to enjoy a little pampering now and then,
and a mani-pedi can be the perfect salve
at the end of a hard week, especially for a
beleaguered working mother. So what’s a
woman to do? And what’s a mom to do on
a Saturday afternoon when she wants to
do something special for herself and her
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child? This is a quandary I have struggled
with in my research and in my own life. I
have to admit, when I first started this
research project, I was judgmental of the
women who received manicures and perplexed when I heard manicurists say that
they actually enjoyed this work. I quote a
passage from my book below:

Molly was being treated in a similar way.
She asked if we should not have gotten
our nails done.
I answered in what I thought were
clear but age-appropriate responses. I
explained that the world is full of inequalities, and that we can work for change, but
undoing these inequalities is a long and

In the Women’s Studies, Sociology and Asian American Studies classes that I have
taught, I often find students intensely divided in these debates regarding beauty
industry and culture. While I agree that contemporary standards and regimens of
feminine beauty have reached ridiculous extremes and fuel the exploitation of
women, I also recognize that beauty and its regimens can provide meaning and
opportunities to some women. While critical of the distorted images of women’s
bodies advertised for corporate profit, I doubt that the multi-billion dollar beauty
industry will disappear anytime soon. In addition, employment and self-employment in nail salons will remain one of the more attractive job opportunities for
Asian immigrant women as long as they are denied or deterred from entrance into
other employment niches. I also think that it is important to understand the various
needs that manicured nails fulfill in customers’ lives, while at the same time creating pathways for women to fulfill these needs other than cosmetically.
From listening to customers, workers
and owners, I have come to understand
and respect the various needs that these
services fulfill, and even to become a participant in the beauty service culture
myself, albeit a conflicted one.
Returning to our trip to New York,
Sangha and I had our nails done together
— not once, but twice: manicures at one
salon, pedicures at another. I was in the
thick of writing my book, so these visits
were part research, but equally, part mothering. My husband was attending a conference so it would have been difficult
and expensive to arrange for childcare in
our hotel so like many women, I carted
my daughter along to the salon. That day,
after visiting Molly’s salon, we visited
another salon which was being boycotted
in support of Susan Kim, a nail salon
worker who had been wrongfully dismissed after demanding overtime and
breaks. Sangha stood on the picket line,
holding a signboard saying, “Sweatshops
are not glamorous!”Later she wanted to
know more about what she had seen that
day. She asked why Susan Kim had not
been paid fairly for work she had done.
She asked why so many people had
ignored the picket and walked into the
salon despite the protest. She asked if
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complicated process. That while we may
feel bad that Molly has to do nails for a
living, we also need to valorize this work.
Manicurists like her need good customers,
not customers who think that simply
doing their own nails washes their hands
clean of responsibility for deeply embedded social problems. Sangha, however,
was not buying it, and voiced the universal outcry of children faced with injustice,
“But it’s not fair!”

As an academic and activist, I long to
hear this sense of outrage. But as a mother, seeing my daughter begin to grapple
with the injustice of the world both warms
and breaks my heart. I want her to understand that the lifestyle we lead as middleclass North Americans is dependent on
the labor of so many others, and the limited and fragile resources of the earth. I
want her to appreciate all she has without
feeling guilt, pity or superiority toward
those who have less, at least materially, or
envy, anger or inferiority toward those
who have more. I don’t want her to take
for granted the level of consumption we
enjoyed on our trip to New York. Yet, I
want her to be able to enjoy a spa day,
when needed or simply desired to assuage
the pressures of the day or to connect with
others. And I would like to enjoy this with
her, in a way that supports other women,
rather than exploits them.
It is difficult but possible to do both
— to appreciate certain goods and services while also being committed to
addressing the inequalities and injustices
under which they are produced and performed, in the nail industry and more
broadly...I draw parallels to the work of
activists and scholars of domestic service,
who have critiqued the unproductive ways
that privileged women judge each other
for relying on paid help. Instead of this
futile cycle of guilt and judgement, we
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can value this work, learn how to be
responsible employers and work in solidarity with domestic workers to improve
the conditions of this work. Similarly, we
can enjoy a manicure, respect the hard
work of those who provide these services
(and pay a just wage for it), and we can
pass on this enjoyment and respect to our
children, students and peers. Most importantly, we can join hands with nail salon
workers, owners, advocates and policymakers to make the manicure as safe and
fair an exchange as possible.
Several years later, we were back in
New York and went and visited the same
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salon where Molly had given Sangha a
manicure. It was shuttered. My daughter
and I peered into the empty salon and
wondered if Molly had gone on to
become an architect or if she was working
at another salon.
So where do we go from here? How
can we remedy these problems without
scapegoating and producing a backlash
against already vulnerable immigrant
workers and small-business owners?
What are the larger social conditions that
draw women into these salons, to both
sides of the manicuring table, and how do
they set the stage for the conditions with-
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in the salon? What kinds of approaches
can confront these problems on their
many levels?
Some people have asked me if this is a
case of a few bad apples. Unfortunately, it
is far more than a few bad apples. The
conditions in the salons are the bitter fruit
at the end of a long food chain that
includes customers’ desire for cheap, fast
services, toxic cosmetic products, and a
broken immigration system that depends
on the mobile, contingent labor of young
immigrant women, especially from Asia
and Latin America, but does not recognize
or protect these workers.
Immigrant nail salon owners must
comply with labor laws, but the finger
should not be pointed solely at them for
singlehandedly creating or solving these
widespread problems. Many of these
salons are small mom and pop operations,
and rely on self-employment and family
labor. Several salon owners shared with
me that the overhead to maintain these
salons is high, and during slow periods,
their take-home earnings are less than
their workers. Rather than demonizing
and closing down salons, we could listen
to owners and workers, learn about the
obstacles they face and work together for
long-term and far-reaching solutions. But
customers also should not be vilified for
wanting a service that brings them pleasure, and in some cases, relief from nailbiting, arthritis and stress, and many want
to support good business practices. I interviewed many customers who felt like a
manicure was the one thing they did for
themselves, and others did not see it as a
luxury but a necessary part of self-care,
both physical and emotional.
The solution is not simply to boycott
the salons, unless there is an active call to
boycott a particular salon as part of an
organized campaign. Instead, customers
can pay a fair price, tip well, support
salons that have good labor practices, join
local and national efforts to support salon
workers and demand less toxic, green
products.
In my book, The Managed Hand:
Race, Gender and the Body in Beauty
Service Work, using the concept of “body
labor,” I argue that manicures and other
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beauty regimens that used to be done in
the privacy of one’s own bathroom are
increasingly being purchased. The unwritten rules and expectations of these intimate exchanges between virtual strangers
set up fraught encounters between customers, providers, and owners, across barriers of language, culture, race, class, and
citizenship status. I discuss how these
exchanges renegotiate the boundaries
between public and private, local and
global, market and non-market, individual
and social.
The purpose of my book was not just
to address working conditions in the
salons but also to understand the growth
of this beauty service niche and the complex interactions that occur in them. Here
are a few ways that I believe my own and
others’ sociological research, and the
ongoing efforts of nail-salon worker advocates in labor, public health, community
organizing, and media can inform the current debate.
Better Customers Make for
Better Salons
Put simply, the current conditions in
nail salons could not exist without customer collusion. Customers’ desires for
the cheapest, quickest manicures create
intense competition among salons, driving
down prices, which then drives down
wages and erodes working conditions.
Boycotting the salons will not make the
problems go away. In the long run, creating opportunities for other work is important, but in the short run, shuttering these
businesses when no such viable alternatives for employment exist will undermine the economic security of thousands
of immigrant workers. While we look for
these long-term solutions, right now, customers can pay a fair price, understand the
time and skills it takes to provide a proper
manicure, and support organized campaigns for workers’ rights, regulation of
toxic chemicals, and immigration reform.
Partnership Versus Punitive
Approaches to Labor Rights
Enforcement
It would be a mistake to paint all owners with one brush or even worse, to infer
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complicity based on race or ethnicity.
Instead, officials, advocacy groups, customers, workers, and owners could work
in partnership to enforce existing laws and
implement more effective ones. A rating
system, similar to that applied to restaurants (Grade A, B, etc.) could recognize,
reward, and encourage best practices,
including “green” salons that prioritize
less toxic products, especially those that
do not use the ‘Toxic Trio’ ingredients of
dibutyl phthalate (DBP), toluene, and
formaldehyde. Various U.S.-based initiatives are already underway in California,
New York and other regions working with
the National Healthy Nail and Beauty
Salon Alliance. We can learn from and
build on their successes.
The Regulation of Toxic Cosmetic
Products
Even if every nail salon owner strictly
adhered to every aspect of the law, workers would continue to suffer due to chemical exposures from the products they use.
We need stronger protections that regulate
manufacturers’ use of known carcinogens
and endocrine disrupting chemicals in cosmetic products and that recognize the disproportionate harm to workers who experience long and compounded exposures.
Long-term Solutions, Attentive
to the Current Climate of
Anti-immigrant Sentiment
Media coverage, advocacy, and
research do not happen in a vacuum. The
issues addressed in the New York Times
series did not emerge from a single cause.
They did not crop up overnight, and will
not disappear overnight. A small but committed group of researchers, journalists,
policy makers, and advocates have been
trying to confront these problems for
some time, in ways that recognize the
need for industry-wide changes while
being careful not to vilify all immigrants
or immigrants from any one particular
country or destabilize an already vulnerable workforce. Immigrant workers across
the country in sectors from domestic service, to restaurants, to nail salons are now
standing up to demand their rights and
they need widespread support. But nail

salon owners also need support and education to run good businesses rather than
punitive approaches to shut them down.
The recent news coverage is a step
forward in educating consumers about
unfair, hazardous and exploitative conditions in the nail salons. But the next steps
need to be taken carefully. Rather than
guilt-driven responses that may make
people feel better, we need sustained,
multi-pronged approaches that include:
regulation of toxic chemicals; enforcement of labor rights; education and outreach regarding occupational health and
safety; and long-term partnerships among
workers, owners, customers and advocates to create more sustainable beauty
products, practices and culture.
Portions of this article first appeared
elsewhere and are republished here with
permission.
Miliann Kang is Associate Professor and
Graduate Program Director of Women,
Gender, Sexuality Studies and affiliated
faculty in Sociology and Asian/Asian American
Studies at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. Her book, The Managed Hand:
Race, Gender and the Body in Beauty
Service Work, an ethnography of New York
City nail salons, won book awards from the
National Women’s Studies Association and
the American Sociological Association.
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She Cares, She Researches,
She Advocates
By Julianne Kucheran

his article will explore the integral
work being done by two women
around safe and ethical consumption of consumer products, and toxics proliferation and exposure. Both women have
backgrounds in environmental science/
studies, and are using their capacity either
in the academy through research, or in advocacy through policy work to bring awareness to environmental degradation, toxins in
the environment, and humans’ safe relationship to the environment around them —
which includes safe and healthy consumption of natural resources. They are Arlene
Blum of Green Science Policy Institute and
UC Berkley University, and Miriam
Diamond of the University of Toronto.

explains Dr. Blum’s intense involvement
in this organizing: “She spends much of
her time conducting scientific research,
writing papers, talking to governments
and policy organizations, and conducting
public-information campaigns to raise
awareness about toxins. She has also
recently expanded her work to China,
where she hopes to get manufacturers to
reduce the use of toxic chemicals in consumer products exported world-wide.” In

Arlene Blum
Dr. Blum has been working on the
front lines of anti-toxics organizing since
the 1970s, when her actions brought attention to, and then led to regulation of cancercausing chemicals in childrens’ pajamas.
Nearly thirty years later, Dr. Blum discovered that many of the chemicals she had
rallied to have controlled or banned, were
still in fact being used in many day-to-day
products. Her concern and frustration led
to co-founding the Green Science Policy
Institute (GSPI). The GSPI focuses on
bringing science to the public, industries,
retailers, and politicians. The organization
has been instrumental in initiatives that
create safe standards for consumer products and building materials, and creates
awareness around toxic chemical exposure to humans and their effects on human
health. GSPI also works to promote safer
alternatives and non-toxic options for
many products, as the organization realizes many chemicals are not actively regulated by government.
A 2009 article in the Wall Street Journal

her most recent article in Science, Dr.
Blum explains the “Six Classes” of toxic
chemicals that will be the focus of a GSPI
campaign advocating for a 50% reduction
of the toxics over the next five years. Four
major businesses are mentioned as leaders in these toxic chemical reductions,
which Dr. Blum hopes will create a
“snowball effect” for other companies and
businesses to take similar initiatives.
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Law Association, is involved with the
Canadian Chemical Management Science
Plan, and was the co-chair of Ontario’s
Toxic Reduction Scientific Expert Panel,
which was an advisory to the Minister of
Environment, who brought in Ontario’s
Toxics Use Reduction Act in 2009. Dr.
Diamond emphasizes that her role in
enabling the Toxics Use Reduction Act to
be adopted and enacted was one of the
most meaningful events of her career.

She has also recently expanded her work to China,
where she hopes to get manufacturers to reduce the
use of toxic chemicals in consumer products exported
world-wide.

Miriam Diamond
Dr. Diamond is a professor of Earth
Sciences at the University of Toronto
whose research looks to understand the
complex pathways followed by chemical
contaminants from emission, through to
how they move through the environment,
and ultimately human and ecological
exposure. Her research group at U of T is
dedicated to finding ways to reduce harmful and toxic contaminants in the environment. Outside of the lab, Dr. Diamond sits
on the Scientific Expert Advisory Panel
for Environmental Defense, is on the
board of the Canadian Environmental
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When we interviewed Dr. Diamond,
she emphasized the differences between
her work and that of Dr. Blum’s; Dr.
Diamond identifies herself as a scientist
who takes a precautionary approach in her
research and relies on evidence-based science for decision-making. Dr. Diamond
pointed out that while Dr. Blum is trained
as a scientist, her most effective role in
environmental and anti-toxics work has
largely been that of an advocate (or in the
words of Dr. Diamond, Dr. Blum is a
“leading and extraordinarily effective
advocate”). This big difference is what
allows their relationship to be so powerful
and meaningful: Dr. Diamond explained
that she creates and brings the toxin-related
science to Dr. Blum, and Dr. Blum
“animates” it and brings it to policy and
advocacy tables in extremely effective
and strategic ways.
Gender and Consumption
When asked about gender specific
opportunities or burdens when it comes to
product consumption and toxics avoid-
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ance, Dr. Diamond referred to the typical
assumption that women will be the carriers of greater responsibilities in caring for
their families — whether that be organizing grocery lists and meals, planning
events like vacations and birthday parties,
or purchasing clothing and household
items. In each of these scenarios, Dr.
Diamond points out that women bear the
responsibility as the consumers to navigate through the “minefield of the marketplace”, with a plethora of conflicting
information, as well as misinformation.
Dr. Diamond goes on to add, that in
our current individualistic society, a consumer choice model becomes very problematic because it has built-in inequities,
and adds to the stress of making “the right
choice”. Furthermore, many consumers
may assume that government has regulations and compliance monitoring in place
that will protect them from harmful toxic
substances in consumer goods. While the
civil service works hard to enact evidence-based policies backed by compliance monitoring, Dr. Diamond explains
that since the 1960s, production of consumer goods has become increasingly
globalized, which leads to greater options
in the marketplace, but less control over
what may go into the products, which
could be harmful to human health and the
environment.

Dr. Diamond points out that women bear the
responsibility as the consumer to navigate through
the “minefield of the marketplace”, with a plethora of
conflicting information, as well as misinformation.
been factored in to the life cycle of these
products, which has become completely
unsustainable. For Dr. Diamond, this
leads to the path of exploring connections
between sustainability, global health, economics, and technology in her work.
Julianne Kucheran is a Masters student
studying healthy city and community planning
within the Faculty of Environmental Studies
at York University. Julianne is a Vancouver,
B.C. native and has grown up with a strong
connection to the land and waters around her.
While studying her undergraduate degree in
Environmental Sciences at Simon Fraser
University, Julianne enjoyed a semester in
Western Australia studying environmental

health, as well as a semester in Haida Gwaii,
BC studying resource and environmental
management, with a strong focus on
Indigenous ways of knowing.
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Contaminants and Toxics: Effects on
People and the Environment
Dr. Diamond concluded with her concerns about how contaminants and toxics
may affect peoples’ health and the health
of the environment, and what that may
mean for consumption of products. She
mentioned the potential connections
between behavioural issues in children
such as ADHD, learning disabilities, and
anxiety, and toxic substances found in
such products as internet and communication technology, which are used daily by
today’s youth. She also spoke of the sustainability issues when it comes to toxic
chemicals in consumer products such as
electronics. When these products are created, used, stored, and then discarded, Dr.
Diamond pointed out that there’s an enormous environmental price that has not
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Making It Personal
Students connect the dots between their Fast Fashion
and the women who made their clothes
Sarah Peel, Program Director, Fashion Takes Action

any people are unaware that
apparel is the second dirtiest
industry for overall pollution after
oil! It’s also “dirty” for human impacts.
After the Rana Plaza garment factory collapse in Bangladesh in 2013, Fashion
Takes Action (FTA), a Canadian nonprofit focusing on sustainability in the
fashion industry, was inundated with
requests to teach about the human and
environmental impacts of fashion. This is
when ‘My Clothes, My World’ was born.
My Clothes, My World is a grade 4-12
program that takes a “behind the catwalk”
look at fashion through the lens of environmental stewardship, social equity, and
craft. It is powerful because ‘tweens and
teens care about their style and think a lot
about fashion. They also care deeply
about creating a world that is fair and a
planet that is thriving. It’s a perfect match
for teachers and students alike.
Since 2014, our program has been
delivered to almost 4000 students and
teachers with rave reviews. Over the
course of our full day program, students
dissect fashion’s global supply chain and
learn not only about the problems of the
fashion industry, but also how they can
make a positive difference with daily
actions at home and when they shop.
Students end the workshop with an upcycling project — turning old t-shirts from
home into funky bags and using the scraps
to make laces for jewellery.
But even before we arrive to facilitate
our workshop, our topic has struck a personal chord with the students. To set the
stage for our day together, the class has
watched the Fifth Estate documentary,
Made in Bangladesh, where they meet the
traumatized surviving workers of Rana
Plaza and see brands they know in the

M
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‘My Clothes, My World’ facilitators, Shannon O’Harra, Sarah Peel, and Cassandra Ciarallo holding up
cards from the Life Cycle of a Pair of Jeans activity.

wreckage. According to the International
Labor Organization, “fashion is one of the
most labour intensive industries, directly
employing at least 60 million people.
Women represent the overwhelming
majority of today’s garment workers and
artisans.” (Fashion Revolution Day, 2015)
When the students watch the documentary, it’s like they’ve met one of the
women who personally made shirts or
shorts they are wearing. Later on in the
day they have the opportunity to channel
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any feelings of injustice they may have at
the treatment of garment workers, by
negotiating fair wages for them in a roleplay. Our hope as facilitators is that they
have connected the dots between the
(mostly) women in the global fashion supply chain and the true cost of the cute,
sequined fast fashion t-shirts they “need”
because they are 3 for $15, and that they
have some new tools to make more positive shopping decisions.
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The Big Picture
It is no secret that the fashion industry
is facing many challenges, including but not
limited to: the use of pesticides and fertilizers to grow cotton; the highly toxic chemicals used to process and treat fabric; sweatshops and unfair labour practices; enormous amounts of water required to make
clothing; the unethical disposal of contaminated water; and the fast fashion frenzy that
is contributing to the growing number of
textiles that end up in landfill each year.
(Read more on the state of the industry in
It’s Time for a Fashion Revolution White
Paper, December 2015.)
At FTA we realize that perfection doesn’t
exist in any fashion brand or individual
consumer. There are still so many questions and not enough answers; and there
are many ways for fashion businesses to
become sustainable, and for consumers to
reduce their impacts. Our goal is to present
industry and consumers with fair and accurate information, and to build the capacity
to make smart decisions and take action
where possible. If we all make one small
change in the right direction — a responsible direction — then collectively we believe
we can effect a fashion revolution.
More on Fashion Takes Action
Since 2009, FTA has worked with
more than 300 apparel businesses and
entrepreneurs, participated in over 50
events, collaborated with academics and
NGOs and received millions of media
impressions. We look forward to continuing in this way, providing support to our
growing membership base and continuing
to raise awareness with the public. We are
excited about our annual industry conference, WEAR (World Ethical Apparel
Roundtable), our education program, My
Clothes My World, which will soon be in
school boards across Canada, and Design
Forward, our award celebrating the best of
Canada’s innovative and conscious fashion designers.
We achieve our goals through social
media and PR, public speaking engagements, conferences, working with students and teachers, hosting fashion shows,
and participating in tradeshows. We
believe it is just as important for con-
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Grade 5 and 6 students record the wage results from “labour negotiations”. Students in groups of 5
must decide who makes what proportion of the earnings from a $10 t-shirt.

Grade 7 and 8 students tie the bottom of their up-cycled t-shirt bag (and goof around with the scraps).
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We believe it is just as
important for consumers
to understand the Buy it
to Vote mentality, and the
power that they hold within
their wallets.
sumers to understand the Buy it to Vote
mentality, and the power that they hold
within their wallets. The more consumers
demand and pay for ethical, sustainable
fashion, the quicker we can get to where
we need to be.

Grade 11 and 12 Fashion students cutting the handles and fringes for their new totes.
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A graduate of York University (Environmental
Studies) and the University of Toronto
(Education), Sarah Peel is the Program
Director of Fashion Takes Action. She
considers herself lucky to be doing such fun,
diverse and meaningful work. In addition to
her work with FTA, she also blogs and does
personal wardrobe styling at Love Ur Layers,
always with a focus on sustainable fashion.
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Healthy Nail Salon Network (Toronto)
Building a Coalition for Change
By Anne Rochon Ford
or those committed to the reduction
of toxins and toxic exposures in our
environments and workplaces, the
proliferation of discount nail salons across
Canada over the past decade has been a
worrisome trend. If the products used in
these salons were free of endocrine-disrupting and carcinogenic chemicals, their widespread presence may not be a source of concern; one could argue that there is no inherent harm in body decoration, and the salons
provide a ready source of work for growing
numbers of newcomer women. However,
the harsh truth is that most discount nail
salons are unhealthy places to work.
The products used in many salons —
polishes, enamels, gels, solvents, cuticle
softeners, and acrylics — contain a variety
of chemicals that put human health at risk
(Nail Products and Polishes That Contain
Chemicals of Concern. Women’s Voices
for the Earth). The major offenders include
formaldehyde, toluene and dibutylphthalate (“The Toxic Trio”), acrylamide, acetone, ethyl and methyl methacrylate. There
is no definitive list to target because manufacturers are not required to label cosmetic products — an issue of concern for
those trying to research the health effects
of these chemicals. Health problems associated with the physical contact and
inhalation of chemicals in nail salon products range from dermatological (different
forms of dermatitis, hives), to respiratory
(asthma, Reactive Airway Dysfunction
Syndrome), to reproductive health issues
(miscarriage, infertility, low birth weight,
neuro-developmental problems), to cancer
(breast, ovarian, uterine, bladder, lung, and
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma).
At the National Network on Environments and Women’s Health (NNEWH) at
York University in Toronto, we have been
researching the impact of chemical exposures on women’s health for close to ten
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“...certain women benefit
from the intimate body and
emotional labor of other
women at great cost to both
those who serve them and the
goal of more egalitarian
relations — not just between
women and men, but between
women across multiple
boundaries of race, class,
immigration and citizenship.”
Miliann Kang,
The Managed Hand:
Race, Gender and the
Body in Beauty
Service Work, p.13

Illustrated for the Healthy Nail Salon
Network by Bjoern Arthurs
Source: National Network on
Environments and Women’s Health

years. As a policy-based women’s health
research centre, our focus has been on
examining the gender-based policy implications of chemical exposures and the
direct impact to women’s health resulting
from decisions made at various government levels. Our focus on chemicals was
in part a response to the establishment of
Canada’s Chemicals Management Plan,
launched by the federal Departments of
Health and the Environment in 2006
(Canada’s Chemical’s Management Plan).
Research on the risk of breast cancer

for women working in the plastics sector
of Canada’s auto industry led NNEWH to
consider other occupational settings where
women are continually exposed to hazardous chemicals, such as those of the nail
salon industry. At the same time that our
interest was drawn to this issue, staff at
Toronto’s Queen West-Central Toronto
CHC (QW-CTCHC), were noticing more
and more women who worked in nail
salons coming in with skin and respiratory
problems. The QW-CTCHC subsequently
sought funding for educational interven-
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tions aimed at improving the safety of
working conditions in Toronto nail salons.
In 2014, we were fortunate to be able to
team up with the health promotion staff at
QW-CTCHC, who hired a number of nail
technicians as Peer Health Workers to hold
focus groups with a larger group of nail
salon workers. The health promotion staff
identified early that the best way to reach
nail technicians in their workplaces was
through a train-the-trainer approach with
other nail technicians. They also recognized
the importance of taking an inter-sectional
approach that was sensitive to issues of gender as well as racialized identities, language,
immigration, and the income status of this
particularly vulnerable group of workers.
Nail salon workers in discount salons
in Toronto are typically — although not
exclusively — newcomer women from
China and Vietnam. They work primarily
in small businesses where many experience precariousness in labour practices;
salons may be owned by a family member
or friend. Many receive their training on
the job, making nail salons an easy entry
point to the workforce for women new to
Canada. Their command of English is
often limited, as is their awareness of how
to protect themselves on the job and
knowledge of their rights as workers
(Information obtained from a focus group
conducted by Linor David in 2014:
http://ctchc.org/wp-content/uploads/
Focus-Group-Summary.pdf).
NNEWH and the Queen West CTCHC
combined efforts in 2015 to form Toronto’s
Healthy Nail Salon Network (HNSN), a
collaborative coalition of nail technicians,
salon owners, non-profit and government
agencies, and researchers with the united
focus of improving the health and safety of
nail salons. We have been inspired and
encouraged by the work of the California
Healthy Nail Salon Collaborative
(http://www.cahealthynailsalons.org/),
which has been working for more than 10
years to improve the health of nail salons
for both workers and users. Rather than
taking a purely punitive approach against
those who violate regulations, the focus in
California has been to encourage participation in a healthier nail salon movement,
with support from state and municipal leg-
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islators. The Toronto network has been
equally committed to this approach, and to
ensuring that the voices of women who
work in salons are at the forefront of any
discussions for change.
The current focus of the HNSN is the
reproductive health of women who work
in nail salons. Concern about pregnancy
and the effects of chemical exposure was
raised by nail technicians in a 2014 focus
group. While the scientific literature on
this issue is slim, many feel that enough
is known to warrant caution (Rochon Ford
2015). For example, some of the chemicals
used in nail salon products are endocrine
disruptors, which have been shown in animal research to cause birth anomalies in
animal offspring exposed in utero. In
related human research, a study of salon
workers by Garlantezec showed higher
rates of oral clefts, urinary tract malformations, and male genital malformations
in the children who had been exposed to
solvents in utero (Garlantezec et al. 2009).
Other research has found that women
working in nail salons are at higher risk
for having spontaneous abortions (miscarriages) and low birth weight babies
(Herdt-Losavio et al. 2009).
One nail technician the HNSN works
with commented that, of her friends who
do nails for a living, 7 out of 10 have experienced miscarriages. Coming from China,
she pointed out the cruel irony of how her
home country’s recently-eliminated onechild policy contrasted with Canada —
where people can have as many children
as they like but may find themselves in
jobs that put their reproductive health at risk.
In Toronto, and across Canada, regulatory standards addressing ventilation,
chemical exposures, and the licensing and
monitoring of nail salons, are weak.
Working with municipal, provincial, and
federal regulators is an ongoing priority of
the HNSN. We also know that working
simultaneously with the public is a critical
factor in making change. Customers who
regularly use the services of discount nail
salons are also exposing themselves to
toxic substances that may ultimately affect
their health. By encouraging salon owners
to improve conditions in their salons (better
ventilation, better working conditions for
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their technicians, purchasing of less toxic
products) everyone wins. Customers must
also be encouraged to advocate for these
changes not just within individual salons
but to the governments that oversee them.
We recognize that while immediate
change can be made to improve conditions
in individual salons through educational
efforts, we ultimately will not see widespread improvement until change occurs
across government levels. Healthy nail
salons will only be realized when municipal licensing of salons is tightened, adequate ventilation is a condition of opening a
salon, occupational health and safety for
nail salon workers is legislated, and the
toxic chemicals used in nail products have
been phased out or banned. Although the
banning of toxic chemicals is a more challenging change to make, other jurisdictions
have shown that all these measures are possible — if the will exists to take them. From
the ground up, Toronto’s Healthy Nail
Salon Network is working to build momentum and make these changes a reality.
Anne Rochon Ford is a long-time women’s
health writer, researcher, advocate, and
Co-Director of the National Network on
Environments and Women’s Health. She is
the author of A Path Not Strewn with Roses:
100 Years of Women at the University of
Toronto and co-editor of The Push to
Prescribe: Women and Canadian Drug Policy.
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Canned Goods
By Amanda Smiljkovic
n the face of growing health concerns
related to the foods we eat, consumers
are being asked to take responsibility by
deciding which products to purchase and
which to avoid. An example of this recent
form of activism is starting to catch on in
relation to canned foods. Canned goods
contain an inside lining meant to protect
from rusting and corrosion (Cao et al,
2004). This lining, called an epoxy resin,
contains the industrial chemical bisphenol
A or BPA, an endocrine disruptor that has
also been linked to breast cancer (Vogel,
2009). Consumer awareness on the health
threat of BPA in canned goods is growing
with the aid of recent publications like
Buyer Beware, a joint collaboration
between six organizations and campaigns
aimed at informing buyers about the
health threat of canned goods. Pressure
from consumers has meant that can
brands like Campbell’s and Del Monte
have promised to transition away from
using BPA in their products. But canned
goods also pose a health threat to workers
within the canning industry who have no
protection from constant BPA exposure in
the workplace. There is a particular risk to
women’s health present, as women’s hormones, along with timing of exposure and
differences in biological factors leave
them more vulnerable than their male
counterparts (Arbuckle, 2006).
In Canada, there are 8,894 workers in
the fruit and vegetable canning, pickling,
and drying industry (Industry Canada,
n.d), many of them working in southwestern Ontario, while in the United States,
173,000 people are employed in the
industry, with women making up 32% of
the employees (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2016). There are currently no occupational exposure limits for BPA within the
workplace, either in Canada or the US;
however,tolerable daily intake levels
exist, and are meant to protect consumers
from ingesting BPA through food. The
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presence of exposure limits for consumers
and not for workers highlights a major

gap in protection with respect to the
health threat posed by BPA. Consumers
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must take action in order for worker’s
safety to be considered, and buyers must
begin to be conscious about the health
risks that are present in the industry — not
simply the risks they face, but the threat
that exists for workers as well. Ethical
decision-making then means taking a
broader lens that can demand that toxics
are taken out of all can liners, rather than
simply getting the right information so
that consumers can avoid certain brands.
Amanda Smiljkovic is an undergraduate
student at the Faculty of Environmental
Studies at York University, and her interest
is in using social media and pop culture as
a tool to explore and spread awareness of
environmental health and justice issues.
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By Anne Swannell

Happy Birthday, Girl!
It’s your birthday, and he’s sent flowers.
Place the bouquet on the glass coffee table, under the window.
Go to the kitchen to find a suitable vase.
In an hour or so, there’s a desperate little noise—
coming from inside the bouquet?
Part the blossoms, the greenery, and find—the size of your baby finger—
a fledgling hummingbird, its feet stuck
to the tape on the cellophane the flowers were wrapped in.
As the little body comes to life in the warmth of your room
it calls frantically! For nectar! For its parents!
How cautiously you free the wire-thin feet from the cellophane!
How trepidatiously you hold the tiny bird in your hand!
How carefully you put it in a box with a warm towel and close the flaps!
How vigilantly you go down in the elevator, get in the car,
and carry the desperation-filled box in to Wild Arc,
where they feed it with their smallest syringe.
Searching at home, you find an unbelievably-small nest of moss
clinging to the salal florists use
to bulk up arrangements like this, make them look
as though you got more than you paid for.
You imagine that tiny creature in the fridge in the back of the shop
for several days without food, its metabolism slowed
to the point of near-death. You picture it
travelling in a refrigerated truck to arrive at the fifth floor
of your condo— and now there’s the telephone—
how quickly
that little bird has learned to sip
from the wild currant’s pendulous
pink trumpets!
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Anne Swannell lives in Victoria,
BC, where she writes, paints,
makes mosaics, and is a scenic
painter/set-designer for local
theatre companies.
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That Lonely Section of Hell
The Botched Investigation of a Serial Killer
Who Almost Got Away
By Lori Shenher
Greystone Books Ltd. — Vancouver/Berkeley, 2015
348 pages, list price $32.95 CAD
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In Print

Review by Katherine Chung

n December 2015, Canada’s newlyelected Liberal government launched a
national inquiry into the murder and
disappearance of Indigenous women and
girls from across the country. This inquiry
follows extensive grassroots awarenessbuilding around the issue, and numerous
reports and studies on violence towards
Indigenous women in Canada.
Amidst this increasing visibility of
missing and murdered Indigenous women
as a matter of public concern, Lori
Shenher’s powerful personal account of
the investigation of serial killer Robert
Pickton was published. In 2007, Pickton
was convicted of six counts of seconddegree murder and sentenced to life in
prison; the DNA or remains of 33 women
were found on his pig farm. Many of
these women were Indigenous.
Shenher, a former Vancouver police
detective, took the lead on the now infamous Missing and Murdered Women
investigation in 1998. It is no small matter
that within a week of her assignment, she
received an anonymous tip naming
Pickton as an arrogant killer. This began a
difficult 14-year journey to solve the cases
and convict Pickton, and then relive the
process in public for the 2012 Missing
Women Commission of Inquiry.
Besides detailing her role in, and frustrations with the investigation, which
faced repeated institutional failures,
Shenher provides insight into her resulting mental health struggles. Her futile
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attempts to pursue justice in the face of
systemic indifference, and her efforts to
remain accountable to an increasing number of victims and families, eventually
resulted in depression and post-traumatic
stress disorder. Shenher is upfront about
the toll of mental illness on her personal
and professional life. However, while
sharing her personal story, Shenher takes
pains to acknowledge that what she has
endured as a result of this investigation
pales in comparison to the experiences of
victims and their families. “The tragedy,”
Shenher writes, “is the cataclysmic
demise of far too many disenfranchised
women.” The book is her attempt to “pursue the deeper truth behind the causes of
this tragedy and the myriad ways the system failed to protect vulnerable people.”
The reader is taken on Shenher’s journey within the world of law enforcement,
and bears witness to troubling systemic
attitudes of sexism, racism, and general
prejudice against marginalized members
of society. Her account is at times upsetting to read, but Shenher’s storytelling
remains clear and humble throughout, and
her writing is emotionally honest without
becoming sentimental. Unlike some true
crime stories, this book does not sensationalize the events in question, and
remains grounded through Shenher’s connection with the missing and murdered
women and their advocates. Interspersed
throughout the story are letters written to
various victims with whom Shenher had a
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relationship. Here, she speaks to them,
and in doing so provides a window into
the lives and personalities of these women
and the people who refused to let the system forget them.
A compelling read, the story of this
investigation is in turns disturbing, shocking, and disheartening. The sense of powerlessness it conveys in the face of deeprooted discrimination can be simultaneously infuriating and overwhelming.
Shenher’s account serves as a reminder
that we have a long way to go in seeking
equity and justice for women in Canada.
It also highlights the importance of individual and collective action in support of
people who face violence, stigma, poverty,
and institutionalized sexism, classism, and
racism. In our current political climate of
Islamophobia, backlash against refugees,
civilian protests that Black Lives Matter,
and a federal government promising to
renew relationships with Indigenous peoples, this book raises timely questions of
systemic accountability, personal responsibility, and the need for social change in
the pursuit of justice.
Katherine Chung is a Master’s student in
the Faculty of Environmental Studies, York
University. Her research interests include
issues of social and environmental justice in
the context of food and water systems, and
the use of popular education praxis to
disrupt power structures that foster inequity.
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Our Chemical Selves
Gender, Toxins and Environmental Health
Edited by Dayna Nadine Scott
UBC Press 2015
436 pages, list price $39.95 paperback
Review by Nashwa Khan
ur everyday realities are shaped by
chemical exposures, and Dayna
Nadine Scott, editor of the book
Our Chemical Selves, illustrates this on
both a micro and macro level. Each chapter of the four-part book examines a specific issue related to chemical exposures
and walks readers through how common
chemical exposures are in our lives. From
tap water to manufacturing we are all
impacted and the four parts that comprise
the book: Consuming Chemicals; Routes
of Women’s Exposures; Hormones as the
Messengers of Gender?; and Consumption
in the Production Process are well assembled and encompass essays that are complimentary and in conversation with each
other. The book features essays from a
variety of contributors from a multitude of
fields including law, public policy, science
and social services. The chapters in the
book range from pieces on the gendered
health impacts of drinking tap water to
analysis of plastic industry workers and
breast cancer risk.
Scott’s curating of the four parts seamlessly highlights the processes by which
chemical exposures produce detrimental
impacts to our lives. The collection of
essays broken down into four parts brilliantly covers a breadth of topics under the
umbrella of the intersecting subjects of
gender, toxins and environmental health.
One of the most notable parts of this collection is the push beyond many mainstream water discourses. This book keeps
an intersectional analysis with gender as a
backbone to the essays but also incorporates the social, political and economic
dimensions which impacts our lived reali-
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ties and the subsequent chemical production, exposures and consumption.
Our Chemical Selves exceeds typical
analysis of environmental toxins, emphasizing the disproportionate gendered
impact of chemical exposures in addition
to transcending traditional analysis. By the
end of the book, readers will also understand the political economy that underlies
toxin exposures but also the prevalence of
such chemical exposures in marginalized
communities. Although chemical exposures harm everyone, Scott’s collection
highlights the ways in which class, ethnicity, socioeconomic status and Indigeneity
are social locations where people who are
most vulnerable are harmed excessively.
Our Chemical Selves speaks to the interconnectedness of our lives with toxins and
how this entrenched relationship renders

overwhelmingly disastrous health outcomes. This book is not a mere critique
but a harnessing of key informant and citizen voices to make us all rethink everyday interactions with chemicals.
Nashwa Khan’s work has been published in
a variety of places including Vice, Rewire,
This Magazine, and The New York Times.
She is currently enrolled in the Masters of
Environmental Studies at York University
with areas of concentration focused on
narrative medicine, community and public
health.
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This Changes Everything
SOURCE: COPYRIGHT © 2014 BY NAOMI KLEIN

Capitalism vs. The Climate
By Naomi Klein
Knopf Canada 2014
566 pages, $36.95 CAD hardcover
Review by Ana-Maria Nistor
fter taking on the corporate and
brand bullies in No Logo and The
Shock Doctrine, Naomi Klein
tackles climate change in This Changes
Everything: Capitalism vs. The Climate.
While there are still many who believe the
climate problem will solve itself or that
technology will save us as shown in most
Armageddon films, the increasing number
of natural disasters and human health
issues demonstrates that this is not the
case. At a time when climate change
denial is a booming industry, Klein faces
the problem head-on. She delves deep into
the complex connections between governments, corporations, and the average consumer, and outlines solutions that every
citizen can partake in. This book is essential. The need for change is pressing and
increasingly more people are directly
affected by global warming and are looking for a change.
Klein offers us a complete analysis of
the climate change problem on a global
scale, critiquing the capitalist philosophy
of making money at any cost, be it human
or ecological. She clarifies numerous
facets of the issue, such as environmental
organizations that serve capitalist interests, free-trade agreements, carbon credits, propaganda, environmental summits,
and technological solutions. Klein argues
that a huge economic reform is necessary
if we are to minimize the climate’s imminent, disastrous, and world-encompassing
changes. She gives concrete examples of
places like Denmark and Germany which
have shown that changing our oil-dependent economy does not cripple it, but
strengthens it by creating more jobs. The
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change to a sustainable world is not only
feasible, Klein maintains, but economically
profitable.
This Changes Everything calls on us
to stop looking away and face climate
change for what it is, an urgent, fullblown crisis. The author acknowledges
the fear induced by doing this and prescribes taking action as an anecdote to
panic. We need to view climate change as
a catalyst, as a potentially galvanizing
force for the creation of better, safer, and
more just societies. In fact, climate action
is inextricable from social justice
activism, since global warming is an
injustice caused primarily by the privileged and affecting first and foremost the
underprivileged. Klein dedicates the last
portion of her book to examples of climate action movements from all around
the world; numerous groups organizing
locally to stop extraction companies,
Indigenous groups protesting for their
rights to clean water, and farmers fighting
for their land. These groups fight for their
own water, air, food, and thus survival,
but in fact, they are all fighting the same
fight — the fight for environmental justice, against climate change, and against
the current social and economic systems
that allow it to continue.
Klein advocates for a network, a movement of many movements. By bringing
together not only environmentalists, but
workers, unions, Indigenous peoples, antiracism groups, students, and other alliances,
governments would be forced to listen to
the demands for a safe future for all,
regaining leverage of banks and corporations, implementing regulations at every
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level, and switching societies to renewable energies.
This is a guidebook to climate change
— a long read that deals in depth with all
the players involved in global warming —
consumers, corporations, governments,
and environmental organizations. It is
jam-packed with information, examples,
anecdotes, so everyone has something to
learn from it. Klein accomplishes a fine
balancing act. Her rigorous investigation
is nonetheless personal. Her presentation
of frightening circumstances inspires hope
and courage. This is a must-read, even if
just partially, perhaps flipping to the chapters most relevant to you. And if nevertheless, the size of the book intimidates you,
there’s always This Changes Everything
— the film.
Ana-Maria Nistor is a student in York
University’s Master of Education program.
Her interest in changing our society’s
dependence on carbon is taking her to
Freiburg, Germany where she will complete
a case study of one of the world’s most
sustainable cities.
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In Film

The E-Waste Tragedy
Director: Cosima Dannoritzer
Producer: Joan Ubeda
2014
Review by Jenessa Doherty
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SOURCE: PANOS PICTURES/PHOTOGRAPHER: ANDREW MCCONNELL
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of Consumers and Users (OCU) who
implanted trackers into several waste
appliances before handing them to collection points around Spain. Her findings are
devastatingly clear; despite being legally
deposited at collection points, trackers
showed that appliances were often stolen,
dismantled to extract useful pieces, then
discarded in abandoned plots, with the
valuable materials being sold to scrap
dealers on the black market.
By exposing an underground ring of
fake recycling and treatment facilities in
operation around the world, Dannoritzer
brings to the forefront the desperate need
for enforced regulation and robust monitoring to address the illegal acquisition of
e-waste. Evolving technology and innovative circumvention strategies often means
that illicit trade largely happens through

CAPTION: THE E-WASTE TRAGEDY COVER PHOTO
SOURCE: HTTP://WWW.CINEFETE.CA/EN/SITE/PRODUCTS/E-WASTE-TRAGEDY#.V4MVPNIWIUK

n a vividly alarming documentary,
Cosima Dannoritzer describes the global tragedy that is electronic waste. By
tracking the journey of several environmental activists worldwide, Dannoritzer
draws powerful conclusions concerning
the interconnected responsibility of
nations to internalize the shocking social,
environmental and economic impacts
resulting from global e-waste.
The journey starts with environmental
journalist, Mike Anane, as we see how discarded computer equipment from various
organizations in the UK has turned up in
Mike’s homeland, Ghana. Despite the
presence of agreements like the 1989
Basel Convention, which bans the sale or
trade of hazardous waste materials (including e-waste), and recycling laws, regulations and levies on electronic equipment,
the lack of enforcement, awareness and
seaport auditors means millions of tons of
e-waste, generated in developed countries,
finds its way to underdeveloped and developing nations. This e-waste pollutes local
ecosystems and leaves many residents to
clean up the toxic mess, exposing them to
a cocktail of cancer-inducing and hormone-disrupting chemicals.
Despite conscious consumers playing
their part in delivering unwanted appliances to collection points or retailers,
Dannoritzer unveils the alarming statistic
that 67% of European e-waste never
makes it to a recycling plant, and uncovers a disturbing shadow economy that
sees 50% of UK e-waste being sold on the
black market. Dannoritzer follows the
story of Belén Ramos, Senior Environmental Project Manager from Organization
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legal channels, including container shipping and ground transportation.
This story is not unique to Europe, as
the focus turns to Lai Yun, a Greenpeace
China activist investigating the route of ewaste containers that make their way to
mainland China. Here we are introduced
to a terrifying underground industry,
where illicit microchips, intended to be
sold on the black market, are acquired
through “burn-and-sniff” sorting and acid
bath separation techniques — all done in
the outside environment without protective equipment or any form of chemical
containment. The microchips, found in
almost all technological devices from cars
and planes to phones and computers, are
refurbished and sold as new, having the
potential to create catastrophic consequences since their diminished capacity
causes them to become defective without
warning.
The E-waste Tragedy depicts the gory
details of an industry-gone-wrong through
inconsistent regulatory regimes, corruption, poverty and the wilful ignorance of
governing bodies. The insidious evolution
of a design-for-the-dump culture, has
resulted in a materials economy that
defines success by the number of units
sold. But despite highlighting the dangers
this growing e-waste epidemic presents,
Dannoritzer challenges us, as consumers,
to question the role we play in this
tragedy. She suggests that stopping the
cycle starts with questioning what drives
our need for the latest models or new
devices when only components are needed, or simply the need for ownership in
and of itself. Perhaps it is only when we
start to challenge this vicious cycle, that
we can begin making meaningful progress
in stopping this e-waste tragedy once and
for all.

PAINTED NAILS
A documentary
Directors/Producers: Dianne Griffin and Erica Jordan with DigAll Media
Associate Producer: Nhung Pham
2016
Review by Helen Lynn
ainted Nails is a film about one
woman’s journey towards enlightenment and empowerment based
on her experience of working in her own
nail salon business. This inspiring film
follows Van on a journey from a self-confessed shy woman to one who testifies
before the U.S. Congress.
Open 7 days a week, New York Nails,
based in San Francisco is a busy place.The
owner Van Hoang, a Vietnamese immigrant, and her husband, spend 12 hours a
day at the salon, only going home to sleep.
Hard work is nothing new to Van’s family
where her mother ran her own business to
support her family. Van dropped out of
school early to help waking up at 3am to
carry the heavy loads of pho soup to the
market. But her own dreams were realised
when she opened her salon.
Synthetic nails are attached with glue
then painted or sprayed using an air brush,
a technique which Van’s husband specialises in at the salon. Van notes, as she

P

talks about some of the toxic ingredients
she applies to a customer’s nails, that her
only protection is a dust mask. One of the
products used in this process is dangerous
for children and burns the skin instantly
on contact.
While there seems to be some awareness among customers that the salon is an
unhealthy place for children, many bring
their toddlers with them to have their nails
painted. “Mani-pedi parties” are very popular with children as young as 6. While
Van is aware her job is toxic, she feels she
has few options due to lack of formal education. But she doesn’t want her daughter
to work in the salon.
We are given a brief insight into the
lives of a diverse range of women coming
to get their nails done. A simple painting and
buffing makes them feel pampered and feminine. It gives them a sense of accomplishment, inch-long nails being an extension of
themselves, a form of self-expression. It’s
ironic that women see this harmful beauty

It’s ironic that
women see this
harmful beauty
practice as
something that will
enhance their
femininity or make
them feel valued
when it can in fact
damage their
health.

Jenessa Doherty is a Masters candidate in
the Environmental Studies Program at York
University where she is currently conducting
research into Responsible Business and
Greening Supply Chains. She is a passionate
environmental advocate who has spent over
20 years coaching and teaching students of
all ages in communities around the world.
PHOTOGRAPH: PAINTED NAILS DIGALL MEDIA 2016 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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practice as something that will enhance their
femininity or make them feel valued when
it can in fact damage their health.
At just over $30 for a mani-pedi, selfexpression is big business. In the US $8.54
billion was spent on nail services in 2014.
Halfway through the film we find out
that Van has had two miscarriages and is
pregnant again. Maybe it is this that provokes her to attend a town hall meeting
organised by the California Healthy Nail
Salon Collaborative (CHNSC) to support
a state ordinance for change in nail salons.
The film follows her ultimate testimony
to congress in Washington calling for the
introduction of the Safe Cosmetics and
Personal Care Products Act.
San Francisco is the first city to introduce the Healthy Nail Salon Recognition
Ordinance which offers official recognition
to salons which stop using products containing the ‘Toxic Trio’ and protects nail
salon workers and their patrons. This is
credited to the work done by the CHNSC
which helps identify and raise awareness
about toxic free products.
At the Congressional hearing we hear
about the effects that Van’s work has had on
her health, most worryingly about her miscarriages. She asks that the legislation is
passed to make all cosmetics products safe
and so she doesn’t have to work in fear. In
2015 the Personal Care Products Act was
introduced in the United States for the first
time. The bill legislates that public disclosure
of all ingredients is required on cosmetics,
including all professional salon products.
This is a must-see film for anyone
working in the nail salon industry and for
customers who use nail salon services.
Helen Lynn has worked on issues linking
women, health and the environment since
1995, initially at the Women’s Environmental
Network then as a freelance researcher. She
facilitates the Alliance for Cancer Prevention
and is a Visiting Researcher at the
Occupational and Environmental Health
Research group, University of Stirling.
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The True Cost
Director: Andrew Morgan
Producer: Michael Ross
2015
Review by Sophia Sanniti
hat is the true cost of today’s fast
fashion? This is the question
Andrew Morgan explores in his
film The True Cost, which provides a
first-hand account of the devastating hidden truths behind the second most polluting industry on earth — an industry that
is second only to oil.
Morgan presents a number of shocking statistics that helps to put the fashion
industry into context: One in every six
people works in some aspect of the global
fashion industry, making it the most
labour-dependent industry on our planet.
Today we purchase over 80 billion pieces
of clothing each year, a 400% increase
from just two decades ago. Yet in this 3
trillion dollar, globally dominating industry, cutting corners and disregarding safety measures have become an accepted
part of a business model that functions in
a profit-oriented economic structure. We
have reached the era of fast fashion, where
clothing trends are taken from the catwalk
to store racks with excessive speed and
unprecedented turnover. This requires
quick and cheap suppliers in order to offer
consumers the newest trends at low
prices, encouraging a relentlessly continuous shift in new products and clothing
lines. The United States, for example, was
manufacturing 95% of their clothing up
until the 1960s. In a country that currently
produces an average of 11 million tons of
textile waste every year, the U.S. now
only makes 3% of its clothing, leaving 97%
to be outsourced to developing countries.
Around the world, the supply chain is
the same. Prominent Western brands such
as the Gap, Zara, Target, and H&M (the
second-largest corporation in history) outsource their production to developing

W

nations with low-cost economies where
wages are low, human rights are constantly
abused, and environmental regulation is
essentially non-existent. Since the big
brands do not officially employ the workers or own any of the factories, they are
able to intensify production at morally
depriving rates and continue to profit,
while remaining free of the responsibility
of poverty wages, factory and environmental disasters, and the violent mistreatment and abuse of workers.
From the garment factories of Bangladesh and Cambodia to the clothing landfills of Haiti, and the cotton fields and leather
factories of India, Morgan demonstrates
the disastrous social and environmental
consequences of this ever-expanding

The 2013 tragedy at Rana Plaza
in Bangladesh, where a factory
that was already deemed
unsafe collapsed (killing over
1,000 employees) exemplifies
the reality of garment
workers’ conditions.
industry. The 2013 tragedy at Rana Plaza
in Bangladesh, where a factory that was
already deemed unsafe collapsed (killing
over 1,000 employees) exemplifies the
reality of garment workers’ conditions.
Bangladesh is home to four million garment factory workers — 85% of whom
are women, working for poverty wages.
The hardships brought about by the fast
fashion movement were also demonstrated in Punjab, India, where intensive pesticide use causes devastating health impacts,
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ARTWORK: THE TRUE COST

institutional integrity that protects and
cares for its citizens. It is not just about
making educated consumer choices, but
the elimination of all harmful alternatives.
Sophia Sanniti is currently completing a
Masters in Environmental Studies at York
University with a core focus in ecological
economics. Sophia plans to investigate the
unconscious motivations behind capital
accumulation, and to explore alternatives
to our structurally pro growth economy
(and society) in order to align human activity
within the finite limits of our biosphere.
References

including cancer, birth defects, and mental
illnesses. The little income farmers earn
from their crops leaves them incapable of
affording treatment or repaying their
financial debts. In light of this, a recorded 250,000 farmer suicides have occurred
in India over the last 16 years (one suicide
every 30 minutes), making it the largest
wave of recorded suicides in history.
The complex supply chain of the fast
fashion industry allows the most vulnerable and least compensated to absorb the
risks, while the corporate giants reap the
rewards. But Morgan illuminates a connection that brings clothing producers and
consumers together by highlighting the
impacts of a model built on careless production and endless consumption. As the
film concludes, Morgan finds that the mandate of profit at all costs is beginning to
stand in direct opposition to the values that
we share as a global society. We are given
the illusion of wealth by the low prices of
clothing, and millions of dollars are spent
on advertising to encourage the belief that
happiness is based on an increase in material possessions. This manufactured belief is
not only mistaken (the more materialistic
the values, the more depressed and anxious
the individual); it is destroying our environment and causing horrifying social consequences globally. Morgan notes that, as
consumers, we must be critical of our
assumptions and actions, and realize the
power each and every shopper has to
change how this model functions.
All consumers can be activists, and it is
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essential for the health of our planet and
future generations that we demand a fair and
equitable production line, as we realize the
true scope of impact our shopping habits
have on our shared and common home.
While Morgan delivers an empowering message to his film’s viewers, influence on the future of this industry should
not be limited to the consumer at the cash
register. Instead, it is most impactful to
enact changes at the policy level. This is
of particular relevance since the fastestgrowing demand for apparel between
2008-2013 was in China, Eastern Europe,
India, Turkey, and Brazil; not, in fact, the
consumer audience targeted in True Cost.
It was found that garment exports from
Bangladesh to other poor regions have
grown by up to 50% per year, and the
share of consumption from wealthy
Westernized nations is expected to shrink
as the nature of demand shifts to accommodate poor yet populated regions of the
world (Hobbes 2016). True Cost’s message, while certainly crucial, might be
more relevant to the countries striving to
reach Westernized incomes and lifestyles
while lacking the proper regulating institutional infrastructures. Having more stringent policies around manufacturing,
labour, health and safety, and environmental concern can result in more positive systemic effects on the workers and the land,
shifting towards a long-term outlook of
sustainability and justice that limits abusive and dangerous practices. Increasing
regulations and accountability allows for
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Hobbes, M (2016). ‘The myth of the ethical
shopper’. The Huffington Post. http://
highline.huffingtonpost.com/articles/en/t
he-myth-of-the-ethical-shopper/
To learn more and take action, visit
www.truecostmovie.com
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In the News

Vandana Shiva Visits Toronto
n October of 2015, Dr. Vandana Shiva
— the internationally-renowned author,
scientist, eco-feminist, and environmental activist – visited Toronto. In town
to accept an Eco-Hero Award from the
Planet in Focus Environmental Film
Festival, Dr. Shiva was being recognized
for the significance of her work to raise
awareness on environmental issues. Each
year, Planet in Focus names both
Canadian and International Eco-Heroes,
and this was the first time that all honorees were women. The presentation of
the Eco-Hero Award was part of a special
public event, where Dr. Shiva gave a
keynote address to an enthusiastic audience in a crowded auditorium. The following day, Dr. Shiva was part of a speaker
series hosted by the Faculty of Environmental Studies at York University. We had
the good fortune of attending both of
these inspiring and informative events.
The large audience at the award presentation collectively hung on her every
word, sporadically breaking into applause;
the excitement was palpable. The more
intimate university event was also wellattended by eager students and faculty
members. Dr. Shiva’s warm personality
and vibrant energy shone through in both
instances, complementing the articulate
passion with which she spoke.
Themes that recur throughout Dr.
Shiva’s work include biodiversity, indigenous knowledges, social justice, agriculture and water issues, and the problems of
genetic engineering and corporate-led
globalization. Her talks in Toronto
focused on several of these themes, focusing especially on seed-related biodiversity.
In describing her preoccupation with
seeds, Dr. Shiva shared a vow: “The rest of
my life will be dedicated to saving seed
freedom.” Viewing the saving and distrib-

ALLAN LISSNER

By Katherine Chung & Samantha Stiavnicky
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Vandana Shiva speaking at the 2015 Planet in Focus Environmental Film Festival, after receiving the
Festival’s International Eco-Hero Award

ution of seeds as a duty, Dr. Shiva founded Navdanya — meaning ‘nine seeds’, or
‘new gift’ in Sanskrit — which is a womancentred organization devoted to promoting and protecting the diversity, integrity,
and accessibility of living resources such
as seeds.
Within a single seed, Dr. Shiva says,
lies a link to past and future generations.
Accordingly, this “intelligence of the bean
or grain” is an example of the self-organizing complexity of all living organisms.
In other words, “everything is its own
potential,” such as the innate complexity
that transforms a seed into a plant, or a
baby into an adult. Linking biodiversity
with ecological and social resilience, and
contrasting it with the “monoculture of the
mind” promoted by a focus on monocrops
such as corn or cotton, Dr. Shiva commented that “the main thing diversity is
teaching us is [the importance of] diversity

of the mind.”
The act of growing food, one of humanity’s oldest traditions, has been subject to
violent practices — genetic modification,
chemical treatments, and global monopolies. With the introduction of ‘gene guns’
(used to inject cells with genetic information to make transgenic organisms), a seed
is viewed as a machine — something separate from life, something that can be possessed and patented. Life is not a machine.
Dr. Shiva made clear that mechanistic
control over the food system is not for the
health of the planet and people, but for
global control by giant agricultural corporations. The fight for food transparency
begins with the awareness of sustainable
food systems and consumption practices
that support ethically-produced foods. Dr.
Shiva’s energy in fighting for change
inspires us with the reminder that life
begins with the birth of a single seed.
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In addition, Dr. Shiva spoke of the
diversity-limiting dangers of multi-national chemical and bio-engineering firms,
and the excessive power they hold
through global free trade agreements and
laws recognizing corporations as persons.
Of particular concern is the “seed slavery”
imposed by companies such as Monsanto,
which often forces farmers to purchase
non-reproducing ‘terminator seeds’ or
bio-engineered seeds that are reliant on
chemical fertilizers.
Dr. Shiva condemned “the biggest
myth of our time: that without chemicals,
we won’t have food.” She linked the
belief in and perpetuation of this myth to
problems such as the reduced nutritional
quality of plants bred for chemical tolerance, and the unclear health risks of
genetically modified foods. She also connected this myth to the silencing of scientific researchers whose findings question
the safety of these foods, and the current
function of industrially-produced food as
commodity rather than nourishment.
While addressing these serious, troubling
topics, Dr. Shiva encouraged her audiences to maintain hope by “living on this
planet with love.”
Change is a slow process. A seed nested in a bed of soil is unwearied by the
transformation it endures. Dr. Shiva
reminds us how precious and beautiful
life is. Her passion for food safety and
sovereignty urges consumers to join the
conversation and recognize the importance of sustainable food practices in all
areas, from production to consumption.
Dr. Shiva is confident that with informed
consumers and producers, transparency
and strong value systems will eventually
win the race for our plates.
When Dr. Shiva speaks on these
issues, it is as though a flame burns within her. Silence fills the room, and for that
moment all other noises become irrelevant. Dr. Shiva is a powerful reminder
that change and transformation are possible. Watching her speak rekindles this
passion within us, and reminds us of the
importance of compassion and authenticity.
Humanity’s delicate relationship with the
planet allows our needs to be met through
cooperation. In this balance, the support

Dr. Shiva engages audiences with her warm personality, vibrant energy, and articulate passion

of one another as well as the planet allows
for a closed cycle. Dr. Shiva urges us to
slow down, and live according to the
vibration of peace.
Dr. Shiva’s work reminds us that as
humans, we do not exist independently
from nature. Life exists within us and
without us, and the act of separating this
relationship is an act of violence towards
each other and the self. Much of Dr.
Shiva’s work discusses how life has
grown susceptible to mechanistic control.
Bio-engineering technology has altered
the relationship in which nature and
humans coexist. Compassion is not born
from reaching capitalist objectives, but
rather, through mindfulness and giving
rise to our spiritual selves. Dr. Shiva raises these important conversations and
reminds us that to achieve the highest
level of being, we must care for the circle
of life. It is for this reason that Dr. Shiva
is recognized for her outstanding efforts
towards food safety and food transparency. She brings peaceful change to today’s
world, instilling others with hope, strength
and courage.
Dr. Shiva’s overarching message to
her Toronto audiences was to “recognize
[that] we are citizens of one planet and
share one humanity,” and that we must
not let our attention be diverted from
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important global issues surrounding farmers, food, and the land. In order to more
effectively work together on global problems, she called on us to bridge and connect diverse causes into a single “rainbow
movement” with passion, love, and generosity. One student sought advice on how
to contribute to positive change in the
world; in response, Dr. Shiva spoke of her
own approach of setting priorities based
on the combined guidance of her mind,
heart, and conscience. We were left with
the message that if we are to create
change, we must seek and find our own
ways to do so — together.
Katherine Chung is a Master’s student in
the Faculty of Environmental Studies, York
University. Her research interests include
issues of social and environmental justice in
the context of food and water systems, and
the use of popular education praxis to disrupt
power structures that foster inequity.
Samantha Stiavnicky is a second year student
in the Masters of Environmental Studies
(MES) program at York University. She also
teaches science, music and drama at Roger
White Academy, a holistic private school in
her hometown. Her passions include holistic
education, mindfulness and organic farming.
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The Outcome for Gender Equality in
the COP21, Paris Climate Change
Negotiations
By Joanna Patouris

G

ender and Climate Change
There is ongoing discussion and
wide consensus amongst member
states and non-member states over intensified anthropogenic climate change and
its significance in hindering and even
eroding global efforts made towards sustainable development and poverty alleviation. This is a particularly timely topic of
discussion as nations continue to strive for
the improvement of the economic wellbeing of their citizens through economic
growth. This growth, particularly in
developing countries tends to be carbon
intensive, exacerbating environmental
degradation, which disproportionately
affects groups of people already made
vulnerable to climate change, particularly
women. As a result, international efforts
made towards development and climate
change adaptation and mitigation should
be inclusive and gender-just, placing the
wellbeing of women and men and the
integrity of the environment at the core of
international climate change decisions.
In communities whose livelihoods and
wellbeing depend directly on the natural
environment, women often develop an
intimate understanding of ecosystems
through their experiences as primary
household resource collectors and end
users because of their gendered social and
economic responsibilities. This has
strengthened the adaptive capacity of
many communities, enhancing climate
resilience. The imperative to draw upon
the community-based ecological knowledge and resource management skills of
women on a larger scale strengthens with
time as the consequences of mismanaged
natural resources will worsen with the
intensification of climate change. Resources
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including water and fuels for household
cooking will become more difficult to collect, food more difficult to produce,
ecosystems more fragile and communities
more vulnerable. Therefore, the unique
experiences and perspectives of women as
effective resource managers should be
reflected in international climate change
policy to facilitate ambitious climate
action and to develop gender-responsive
solutions based on the ecological knowledge and best practices of women. This is
especially important during a time when
resources continue to be greatly mismanaged at the global level.
In order to effectively mainstream
gender-responsive strategies in adaptation
and mitigation efforts, it is vital to support
a paradigm shift that respects women as
agents of change who contribute to solutions — not as victims. To set the precedent for this on the international level,
women’s experiences, knowledge, and
perspectives must be reflected throughout
the discussions on climate change.
The UNFCCC Process
The United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
is an intergovernmental treaty that entered
into force in 1994 to tackle issues of climate change. Member states that are party
to the UNFCCC convene annually at the
Conference of the Parties (COP) and are
joined by academics, constituency groups,
civil society organizations and businesses,
amongst others, to discuss and negotiate
regional and international strategies and
policy interventions for timely solutions
that will guide nations forward in the face
of climate change. These strategies and
interventions are drafted in a text prior to

the convening of the COP to allow interested stakeholder groups, including civil
society, to provide their inputs to the text.
This text is then negotiated at the COP
until parties to the UNFCCC reach consensus on the document, which then
becomes the guiding tool for developing
international and national climate change
policies.
The Women and Gender Constituency
(WGC) is one of nine UNFCCC constituencies. The WGC incorporates the
broad perspectives and priorities of a network of civil society organizations,
women’s rights advocates and their allies
around the world on issues of gender and
the environment. WGC members, in
advocating for gender equality, recognize
that in order to develop a truly inclusive
agreement, climate strategies and solutions must respond to “women’s and communities’ needs and build on already
existing traditional technologies and
capacities” (Schalatek et al; Burns et al.) .
Furthermore, the WGC calls for the integration of women’s priorities in all aspects
of the negotiated text, including in adaptation, mitigation, technology development and transfer provisions.
COP21
Heading into the 21st Conference of
the Parties (COP21) in Paris, the WGC
developed a clear set of gender-sensitive
language to be included in the operative
text of the 2015 Paris Agreement which is
the action-oriented / legally binding component of the text. This language proposed by the WGC called for the respect
and protection of human rights for all and
the promotion of gender equality. Despite
these collaborative efforts, language spe-
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cific to gender equality was compromised
during the negotiation of the Paris
Agreement, and moved to the preamble,
which is not legally binding. For many
women and gender advocates at COP21,
this was considered a disappointment for
climate justice, representing a failure of
governments to take into account the
rights and integrity of people and the
planet. By taking a weak stance towards
gender equality in the Paris Agreement,
the international community has undermined the opportunity to incorporate
women’s first-hand perspectives and
experiences into the climate discussions
and outcomes.
Since the adoption of the Paris Agreement, women’s groups and other feminist
organizations continue to develop partnerships with various constituencies and civil
society groups. These partnerships are
formed around mobilizing in solidarity to
ensure that in moving forward from the
Paris Agreement, work conducted by
these groups will continue to prioritize
and facilitate the much needed inclusive,
gender-just transition towards a more sustainable world.
Joanna Patouris is a masters student in the
Faculty of Environmental Studies at York
University. She has been participating in the
UNFCCC process since COP 19. Joanna has
worked on issues of climate induced
migration, gender and climate change, energy
security for poverty alleviation in sub-Saharan
Africa and is currently exploring the role of
equity and transparency as key procedural
components in climate change governance.
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Redefining the Role of
Consumption for a
Sustainable Future
By Sophia Sanniti
cts of consumption are an inevitable
part of our everyday activities:
water usage in our morning routines, food consumed throughout the day,
transportation emissions to and from
school or work, and all the little (or big)
things we buy and use along the way.
Through the pursuit of various social
practices we are involved in the ‘inconspicuous consumption’ of resources
(LWEC 2015), which are having drastic
environmental and social consequences
around the globe. In order to successfully
transition our society towards a more sustainable way of life, the social organization of consumption will play an essential
role in strategically shifting the very nature
of what it means to consume.
Here are a few things to consider:
according to the Water Footprint Network
(2008), the average hamburger requires
about 2,400 litres (635 gallons) of water, a
pair of blue jeans needs about 10,850
litres (2,900 gallons), and one kilogram of
chocolate requires 17,000 litres (4,490
gallons) from source to consumption. The
majority of our resource-intensive activities produce the food we eat, power our
lives, and create the products we use on a
daily basis. Interestingly, the household
consumption of a resource like water
actually accounts for only 10% of our
overall usage. Why, then, are policies
increasingly focused on individual behaviours and consumer choices if the bulk of
society’s resource consumption is much
higher up the supply chain?
The Sustainable Consumption Institute
(SCI) out of the University of Manchester
investigated this intriguing question in a
report published in November 2015.The
report highlights the systemic nature of
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our consumption habits, reviews past
approaches to alter consumer behaviour,
and offers ideas on ways to shift everyday
practices that can advance the sustainability agenda. Although we might believe
that a focus on individual consumer
behaviour through campaigns, social marketing, and education can shift attitudes
and allow for more informed decisions,
the SCI finds that policies focused on consumer choices have largely failed at cutting our emissions and reducing the consequential environmental impacts. This is
because the ever-increasing environmental impacts are caused by the productionconsumption systems inherent in the
delivery of goods and services. These
consumer-focused approaches also tend to
rely on a number of behavior and attitudinal assumptions that fail to consider factors such as the gender roles behind the
targeted resource-intensive activities, like
household chores.
The Pew Research Center (2015) found
that a significant gender gap continues to
exist in the roles and responsibilities of
household labour. Pew conducted a survey of 1,807 American parents with children under the age of 18, finding that
mothers often take on more of the responsibility for parenting tasks and household
chores even though fathers are 10% more
likely to say that their domestic chores are
shared equally. Mothers play a larger role
in managing their children’s schedules
and activities, caring for sick children, and
undertaking more household chores and
responsibilities. This implies that the interventions initiated by government and
businesses attempting to curb energy or
water usage will usually have gendered
effects. When implementing conservation
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campaigns and other behaviour-changing
initiatives, it is important to consider this
gender gap and the implications behind
individual-oriented behaviour targets.
The SCI finds, however, that we must
move beyond specific modifications of
individual behaviour and instead focus
our efforts on the ways that consumption
practices are organized. The report points
out that while individuals have a certain
degree of control, actions and behaviours
are constrained by infrastructures, institutions and access to resources. In addition,
the pursuit of social practices is interconnected; grocery shopping, for example,
relates to eating habits, transportation, and
socializing. These interrelated activities
have a dynamic, co-evolving relationship
with the infrastructures, technologies, and
cultural practices existing around them.
SCI therefore calls on businesses, governments, and non-governmental organizations to play a leading role in identifying
pathways to achieve a shared vision of
future practices, which can result in a significant change in consumer behaviour.
SCI claims these key actors both instigate
and reproduce practices across the production-consumption system, and the crucial
focus is to avoid creating new unsustainable practices as much as changing current
unsustainable ones.
An example of a systemic intervention
that interrupts routine, environmentally
damaging behaviour on a broad scale
comes from the Canadian non-profit Our
Horizon. This group is advocating across
North America and potentially around the
world for municipal-level bylaws that
impose mandatory climate change warning labels on gas pump nozzles. The first
bylaw of its kind was passed in North
Vancouver in November 2015, and interest in the idea has been demonstrated
from communities across the globe. The
idea is to transform current public perception and behaviour around climate change
through the normalized consumption of
fossil fuels by providing the opportunity
for the honest disclosure of risk in a more
qualitative format, stimulating a shift in
demand and greater support for alternatives and more meaningful action (see
sample labels above right).

A big Thank you to Our Horizon for granting use of
their images.

Addressing the systemic nature of
these interrelated problems is an essential
step towards sustainability, particularly
since the damaging social and environmental impacts of this giant force do not
necessarily occur where the causes and
drivers persist. While short-term interventions can certainly play a helpful part, the
radical, broad scale of the transition we
require demands system innovations over
long-term horizons to achieve true sustainability. A dramatic shift in both what
but also how we consume is required if
we are to preserve rather than exploit our
natural ecosystems and keep our planet
within a 2 degree global temperature
increase.
Sophia Sanniti is currently completing a
Masters in Environmental Studies at York
University with a core focus in ecological
economics. Sophia plans to investigate the
unconscious motivations behind capital
accumulation, and to explore alternatives to
our structurally pro-growth economy (and
society) in order to align human activity within
the finite limits of our biosphere.
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Reflections on bell hooks and the
Transformative Power of Self-Love
By Reena Shadaan

n October 22nd 2015, bell hooks
— the acclaimed feminist intellectual, cultural critic, teacher, author
and activist — spoke at York University.
Her talk dealt with a myriad of issues
related to direct violence and structural
violence, perpetuated by imperialist whitesupremacist capitalist patriarchy — a
term coined by Dr. hooks to denote the
interlocking systems of oppression that
operate globally.
Dr. hooks noted the various outcomes
of such violence, including stress-induced
poor health, which disproportionately
impacts Black women. Of specific relation to academia, she noted, “I just know
so many Black women in the academy in
the U.S... Our hair is falling out, we’re
suicidal, we’re depressed. We suffer all
kinds of aggressions by our colleagues
that then are discounted”. Quoting Paul
Kivel’s (1992) work, “Men’s Work: How
to Stop the Violence that Tears Our Lives
Apart”, Dr. hooks read: “[A]ll violence
leads to shorter or stunted lives… All violence is life-denying” (p. 96).
Resistance to such violence, via love,
emerged as a central theme. “Living within a culture of domination, of imperialist
white supremacist capitalist patriarchy, to
choose love is both counter-hegemonic
and revolutionary. Any time we do the
work of love, we are doing the work of
ending domination” (hooks, 2015). In particular, she urged self-love as a powerful
challenge to internalized oppression, and
as such, is a political act. However, this is
not an easy feat for racialized women. Dr.
hooks noted, “[T]o me, one of the real
deep issues for women of color… is that
nobody really wants us to engage selfcare, so we often get a lot of negative
feedback...”. Loving ourselves — and by
extension, our communities — is, after all,
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a threat to imperialist white supremacist
capitalist patriarchy.
I found myself deeply moved by Dr.
hooks’ remarks on the transformative
power of self-love, as well as her comments on the toxic media portrayals of
racialized bodies. As she noted, “Let’s
face it, media is… the number one purveyor of imperialist white supremacist
capitalist patriarchy” (hooks, 2015). This
moved me to reflect on years of internalized racism and self-loathing.
Growing up in Sydney, Australia, I
was one of a handful of South Asian students in my elementary school. I may
have been too young to understand the
underlying systems that produce and perpetuate racism, but I can recall the manifestations of it. I knew that attractiveness
was linked to Whiteness (and blondeness), and as such, I only wanted White
and blonde Barbie Dolls. I also recall
wishing that my name was Renee, rather
than Reena. In my teen years, I wore
lightly colored contact lenses (covering
my dark brown eyes), and routinely lightened and straightened my hair (masking
my thick, coarse, black hair). These are
examples of visible symptoms of an
underlying self-hate; however, this selfhate often encompasses a rejection of far
more than just aesthetics. From traditional
languages and knowledges, to various
aspects of our cultures and histories, we
lose ourselves.
The media I consumed played an
important role. In Western media, this
involves the invisibility, stereotypical portrayal, use of White actors/actresses (at
times) in brownface, and/or the inclusion
of South Asian actresses that exemplify
Eurocentric beauty ideals. In South Asian
media, this includes the Eurocentric beauty
ideals perpetuated by Bollywood, and
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other South Asian film and television
industries — which, for many diasporic
South Asians, represents an important
connection to our roots. Incidentally, such
depictions portray characters with lighter
features as not only more attractive, but
also morally superior, more intelligent,
and more successful. These depictions
are, in effect, rooted in anti-blackness.
Regarding toxic media portrayals, Dr.
hooks shared an important observation:
“[T]hink about children that are watching
TV 24/7. How are we gonna have these
little black and brown children love themselves?... [T]hen we’re gonna act surprised? ‘Oh, Johnny hates himself ’.
Johnny was looking at all the images of
Black masculinity on TV that are about
hate, and... he’s supposed to know… after
all of that you must love yourself?”
Importantly, Dr. hooks noted that
media can promote self-love: “[M]edia
can be such an amazing tool for helping us
change our ways of thinking and seeing,
it’s just that dominator culture does not
encourage that kind of media...”. Moreover,
she noted, “[T]he only way we’re gonna
change how we see each other is when we
have varieties of images constructed that
convey: this is beautiful, but this is also
beautiful, but in a non-competitive way”.
In effect, it is the conscious decision to,
where possible, consume self-love inducing media alternatives; media that does not
diminish our being.
I believe that alternative media, in particular, is shedding light on such self-love
inducing alternatives, as well as creating a
space that can unite women of color from
diverse geographic and other communities,
to affirm our strength, knowledge, resiliency and beauty. As Dr. hooks emphasized,
such collectives are integral to affirming
our power. Consider the Unfair and Lovely
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campaign, created by three University of
Texas students to challenge colorism within
racialized communities. Colorism is
detailed powerfully in Hemma’s work,
“Fighting with Colour: The Struggles of a
Dark-Skinned Indian Girl” (2016), as well
as in Nayani Thiyagarajah’s documentary,
“Shadeism” (2010).
In addition, consider the work of
Harnaam Kaur, a U.K. based Punjabi
woman with Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome,
which causes excessive hair growth. Kaur
celebrates and showcases her facial hair. She
has been featured in a highly publicized
bridal photo-shoot, and walked the runway
for jewellery designer, Marianna Harutunian.
Kaur’s work is significant, as South Asian
women are routinely shamed for our
facial/body hair. Shailee Koranne beautifully
details this struggle in her reflection, “Me,
My Hair, and My Brownness” (2015), as
does Nish Irani in “Body Hair Politics: A
Brown Girl’s Point of View” (2016).
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members to publically condemn the blatant displays of racism towards Asians
during the telecast. Unfair and Lovely,
too, stems, in part, from Black women’s
labour — specifically, Pax Jones, in addition to Mirusha Yogarajah and Yanusha Yogarajah, two Eelam Tamil women.
Importantly, initiatives to challenge colorism also exist in South Asia, such as the
Dark is Beautiful campaign popularized
by Indian actress, Nandita Das. However,
I wonder if Dark is Beautiful has roots in
the Black is Beautiful movement of the
1960s.
As we move towards challenging internalized racism and embracing the revolutionary power of self-love, we must honor
those who helped to create the foundations
for us to do so, including Dr. hooks.
Reena Shadaan is a Ph.D Candidate in
Environmental Studies at York University,
focusing on women’s experiences of
environmental racism, and struggles for
environmental justice. For the past several
years, she has been a Coordinating
Committee member of the North American
solidarity tier of the International Campaign
for Justice in Bhopal.
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By Morag Parnell

Workplace
Hazards

[Every day across the world more than 125 people die from workplace related illness.
This poem was written in 1998 after hundreds of women workers at a local Daks
Simpson clothing factory were exposed to a toxic carcinogenic agent, most likely to
have been formaldehyde, used for permanent crease and drip dry finishes.
This poem reflects the industrial economic growth project that treats human life, and
all life forms, with utter callousness, and camouflages its crimes by seducing us with
baubles like drip dry clothes.]

Take out your drip dry shirts, your well creased suits,
immaculately tailored, symbols of power and fame.
You put them on, and with them your chosen character,
Teacher, Doctor, Lawyer, Politician, Sir or Dame.
You’re ready to play your part,
to carve out your niche,
to stand out, to make your name.
How often do you wonder where that suit came from?
I don’t mean the high class tailor or the department store,
but where you’ll find girls and women working
long tedious shifts for low wages on the factory floor.
Did you know about their skins and eyes all red and itching,
that their noses constantly run, their lungs wheeze,
their lips smart and swell,
and do you know that their long-term health is compromised,
just to let the rest of us dress up and dress well.
So we become unwittingly complicit
in this vastly profitable big sell.
Now that you know that these things are devoid of justice,
what will you do, and will you say
like Gandhi, I will wear only plain homespun,
or as our National Bard might choose,
wear honest hodden grey.
And will you pause and think that every hour of every day
one hundred and twenty five are dead
for working for their hard earned pay.
Even in our clothes, like in so much more, hazards are hidden,
and what will we do to have such practices forbidden.
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